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Study: College Students
Value Money Over School

THIS
\VEEK'S

ISSUE

By LOLLY BOWEAN

!PUS

Natio11 Editor
Although this is Syreeta Robinson·s first year at Howard, she is
ready to graduate -- from medical
school.
'The day I deliver that first baby
is what I'm looking forward to."
said the aspiring obstetrician/gynecologist. "And when I deliver that
first baby, they will deliver my first
paycheck."
But Robinson has at least seven

years of school left.
According to a recent nationwide
survey released by the University of
California at Los Angeles, many
college studenti. arc anticipating
making a modest salary rather than
enhancing their knowledge.
The survey, which is taken arumally to find out the reasons college
students pursue higher education,
found that the majority go to school
for the financial advantages that
come with having a college degree
-- not the educational value.
The survey shows a big change

when compared to the results from
29 years ago, where only 40.8 percent of the students said lheY. wanted a college degree for financial
securi ty while 82.5 percent said
they were in college to develop a
philosophy of life.
This year's survey showed that
74.9 percent of students polled said
they were in college to gain financial security while 40 percent were
concerned with getting an better
education.

Please See MONEY, A3
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Hate Mail Enrages
GU Students
By

Q. T ERA II J ACKSON ill

Hilltop Staff Writer
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Almost immediately after participating in one of a series of dialogues with the president of
Georgetown University about
increasing diversity among the student population. Jamal \Vatson, a
senior English major at the university, received a piece of hate mail
disguised as a bill.
Watson, a columnist for Georgetown's newspaper The Hoya. is an
outspoken advocate for increased
minority representation.
He said the letter was hand delivered to him at Black House-- a dormitory built during the I960s for
Black students. ft contained racial
slurs, curse words, references to
the Ku Klux Klan of Georgetown
and Watson·s column.
The incident sparked a recent
forum held at Georgetown University's Ganston Hall, but Watson was
opposed to it.
"My aim is not to be a poster boy
for other people's issues and concerns," he said.
He will allow university officials
to investigate but George Williams,
president of the Black Student
Association, has become the
spokesperson.
Now, some of the Black students
say they do not feel safe at their
school.
"I felt violated that such a letter
would be sent to Black House,"
said Cheryl Andrews. a junior at
Georgetown and resident of Black
House.
After alerting his housemates.

By VALYNCIA SAUNDERS

Campus Editor
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Watson called the police and the
university's administration.
Watson said, to his surpr ise, President Fr. O'Donavan and Student
Affairs Dean James Donahue
quickly responded.
Letters were then mailed to all tJ1e
students condemning the incident
and racial hatred.
While many were outraged by the
incident. Louis Ramos, a senior at
GU, said he was not surprised. He
said O'Donavan should have done
more.
"[The university is] always hiding
it (racism) under the carpet,"
Ramos said. "The forum was
almost like a 'Ricki Lake Show,'
with dysfunctional students crying.''
It is the way Georgetown University addresses race relations, he
said.
"People just ignore it, and when
so mething like this occurs it
explodes," he said.
Some students such as Maria
Margret said she was surprised by
the incident, but applauded the way
the administration handled the situation.
"lf they published the letter ii
would cause trouble and become a
big deal," Margret said.
But some students are demanding
answers, maintaining that much of
the facts surrounding the incident
have been distorted. even by the
university's newspaper.
"How can you mobilize a people
on vague notions. You need to give
them something concrete that will
hit them at home," Andrews said.
"This is what we need to fight for."

Photos courtesy of AP

Rebel force, as shown above, was used to seize Kinshasa In the former Zaire during the oust against
former President Mobutu Sese Seko last year. Republic of Congo President Laurent Kabila, below,
who led the rebel revolt, promises free elections and a democratic state.

Congo President Vows To
Hold Democratic Elections
By KAREN THOMAS

,-~-:-:;J!l!l•~\7

World Editor

In keeping with his
promise from eight
months ago, President
Laurent Kabila of the
Republic of Congo
said the country wi ll
hold national elections
by April 1999.
In a New Year's i-....;;..&..........J....::.....A;.........J
address, Kabila reemphasized his promise, saying that "elections with universal suffrage" will take place at the start of 1999.
Kabila, who declined to set an exact date for the voting. said that a census may have to be taken first and
that the voting would be held "permitting the organi zation of a census."
"A date is important." said Mwiza Muntali, information officer at TransAfrica, a local organization
that monitors political issues in Africa and the
Caribbean. "But the more crucial thing is putting
structures in place to make elections viable, all owing human rights groups to do their work, promoting a free press and creating a more inc lusive
governing body.•
Preparing the country for a free and fair election
may turn out to be a bigger task for the former
rebel. Some argue that since Kabila inherited a

country in so much turmoil. he may need more
ti me to get his act together.
Others argue that more time might enable him to
consolidate power and head down the path to dictatorship.
The official said that al th ough the former Zaire
is going through reconstruction, the government
must hasten to build a civic society, which will
inevitably stimulate economic development.
"Without elections, you do not have a democracy," said an official at the state department. "We
urge the Congo to implement a democratic process
as soon as possible."
According to the official, one of the agendas of
the United States is to promote democracy
throughout Africa.
"We think the democratic process is critical to the
future of the Congo," the official said. "Development and democracy go hand in hand. As civil
institutions develop, people begin to have confidence in their society and in the rule of law
because they know that their rights wi ll be respected."
Since ousting longtime dictator Mobutu Sese
Seko in May, Kabila suspended all political activities and has jailed many opponents when his
forces carried out an eight-month cleanup of the
country. He changed the country's name back to its
original, Democratic Republ ic of Congo.

Please See CONGO, A3

Data Show HU Male Profs Earn More Than Females
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Photo by Belinda Vickerson

Howard students enjoyed
at Rankin Chapel In a salute to
Martin Luther King Jr. on h s observed birthday. See CITY, A7,
for local coverage of the hollday.

What has remained a hush issue
among some faculty members has
been an underlying concern of the
University for many years.
Gender equity in salaries has been
an ongoing problem since the early
I980s, said David Schwartzman,
the chair for the faculty welfare
committee of the Faculty Senate.
Schwartzman, along with professor Joseph Applegate of the African
studies department, presented significant findings to the the n newly
inaugurated P resident H . Patrick
Swygert in 1995.
"In four o ut of five ranks, males
make more than female faculty,"
Schwartzman said.
The Report on Faculty Salary/

Compensatio n showed that between I993 and 1994, male professors made 1.9 percent more than
their female counterparts in the
same rank.
That figure increa5ed in I 995 to
6. 7 percent -- a fact that Schwartzman said has been a trend at
Howard.
"This pattern of disparity has continued since '84 and '85," Schwartzman said. "The disparity issue
needs to be addressed."
\Vhil e these statistics only apply
to those faculty on a nine-month
pay period and do not include the
medical school, the figures do tell
a story. Female faculty in ot.hcr
ranks have suffered as well.
Again, the latest data from 19951996 shows that male associate professors received 0.8 percent more
than females and male assistant

professors received 4.2 percent
higher salaries. Although between
I 996 and 1998 data remain
unavailable, Schwartzman said he
is sure the increase in disparity has
continued into the new year.
Some faculty say the issue of
salary is not easy to discuss among
colleagues. Therefore, evidence of
gender inequity has not been present.
"Colleagues never ever give specific numbers about salary," said
English professor Cynthia Fowler.
Fowler s uggested faculty mem bers talk ahout gender inequalities.
''They don't want to share because
someone may receive less money,•
she said. "You just don't want other
colleagues to get paid more or less.•

Please See, EQUITY, A3
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Former HU President,
Activist Dies At Age 97
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By VALYNCJA SAUNDERS

Campus Editor
As early as the 1930s, an cager lawyer named
James Madison Nabrit Jr. was challenging old
Jim Crow. First through the Jaw then through
education.
He was called a legal tycoon and a defender of
civil rights, but may have been best known as the
14th president of Howard University.
But on a recent winter afternoon, Nabrit's long
history of legal triumphs and academic excellence ended. He died last month of natural causes in his Washington, D.C. home.
His son Samuel Milton Nabrit watched as his
97-year-old father take hi s last breatl1 after three
years of having a nurse by his bedside.
But even after death, Nabrit will be remem-

bered for his legal and educational leadership,
which sometimes resulted in threats from the Ku
Klux Klan.
But that didn't stop him.
Nabritjoined forces ,vith others who spoke out
against injustice, including Charles Houston
and William Hastie who worked to end segregation in schools.
He sometimes represented the NAACP, and
won such cases as Lane vs. Wilson in 1939
which outlawed voting discrimination.
Shortly thereafter, the Georgia native joined
Thurgood Marshall and his legal team to challenge school segregation.
In May of 1954, he successfully argued Bolling
vs. Sharpe with faculty colleague George E.C.
Hayes, which ruled that school segregation in the
District violated the fifth amendment.
Nabrit received honorary Doctor of Laws

degrees from Morehouse College, Lincoln University, Catholic University and Johnson C.
Smith University.
He came to Howard in April of J961.
"We cannot escape the fact that teaching students is our principal business," Nabrit said in
The Journal Of Negro Education.
Nabrit is survived by his brother Samuel Milton Nabrit, who carries on the family tradition
as President Emeritus of Texas Southern University; another brother, the Rev. Henry Clarke
Nabrit; three sisters Gertrude, Lois, Cecilia all
of Nashville; and a host of nieces and nephews.
His son, James Madison Nabrit m follows in his
father's footsteps as an attorney for the NAACP
Legal Defense and Education Fund.
Photo courtesy of Moorland-Sptngam Resarch Center, Hov,~-

Fourteenth HU President James Nabrit fought to end seg•
in schools in the District.

Algebra Requirement Angers Nursing Studenl
By SUFIYA ABOUR-RAHJ\IAN

Hilltop Staff Writer
Beginning next fall, students entering the School of
Nursing will have to complete Algebra I as a prerequisite to a required chemistry course.
And those students who do not place into Algebra l,
must enroll in Basic Math I, II or both.
But in an already rigorous area of study, nursing students say the new University requirement is chasing
away potential students.
"We have lost 20 of our classmates. There were 60 of
us," said Lois Mitchell, a junior nursing major. "To
what? To prerequisites."
And nursing majors must have a "C" to pass. Anything below will be considered a failing grade.
Currently, Algebra I is the only mathematics course
required for nursing majors, Mitchell said.

Whi le students in the nursing program may find an
added course a burden. a foundation in math is necessary, said Assistant Dean for Student Affairs in Nursing Carolyn Harris.
"Students were allowed to register for chemistry, but
were not doing well." she said.
Algebra I has always been a requirement, but the new
graduation scheme lists botll courses to be taken simultaneously. Chemistry II will be available during the
Spring semester.
Harris said the faculty noticed that students were having trouble witll mathematics in their chemistry courses. The facu lty recommended the math prerequisite to
Chief Academic Advisor Antoine M. Garibaldi.
Having added the recommendation to his agenda last
semester, Garibaldi acted swiftly to institute the change
because he wanted to make sure nursing students had
the necessary knowledge to successfully complete
their course work.

"Some students were coming in with a mathematics
background, but it varied." Garibaldi said. "We want
to prevent students from getting into a science course
without the necessary background."
Concerns were also raised about the math knowledge
of transfer students, who may not be at a level high
enough to enroll in chemistry.
"The requirement is like a safety net to make sure that
you don't get into a course that's over your head." said
Garibaldi. noting that the recommendation was suggested as a foundation to most of the courses in the sciences.
"We needed to do modifications." said Dorot11y Powell, associate dean of the School of Nursing. "We want
to put out the strongest. most competent students."
Powell said she wants students to be assured success
in Howard. as well as in their professional practice.
"Nursing is a particularly challenging discipline that
requires nothing Jess than excellence." Powell said.

But Mitchell said it is normal for nursing snidell\
an undergraduate degree in five years bocause a
anion in the snucturc of the program is lacking.
"For us there's a lot of prerequisites and some
only held in the Fall or in the Spring." tvtitchells..
Nancy Hayes. also a junior nursing major,~
"It's terrible to require mat to progress," she
you should have it before you graduate. bu1
not be a requirement to progress."
t\litchell and Hayes said that algebra is not
do chemistry.
"If you rolled in there with basic math you'd,
Mitchell said.
But Harris said the requirement is necei.saii
dents to excel.
"Nursing is a very intense curriculum,'~
"They have to understand that in order top«.
a timely manner they have to have these prereq

Amb~dor Encourages African-Americans to Join Foreign Servi\
By JOY FEJOKU

Hilltop Staff Writer
"Diplomacy For the 21st Century" means African-American
involvement to Ambassador Ruth
A. Davis, director of the Foreign
Service Institute, who spoke at the
Ralph J. Bunche Inte rnation al
Affairs Center.
In her address earlier this week,
Davis said the insti tute is in dire
need for more African-American
diplomats.
"I believe that African Americans can and must play a significant role in the formulation, articulation and implementation of our
nation's foreign and domestic policy," she said.
Besides being a U.S. ambassador,

her position and influence helped
the democratic development in the
country of Benin.
She was also very instrumental
during the 1992 Olympics in
Barcelona and even more instrumental in bringing the I 996
Olympic Games to Atlanta.
But recent recognition has given
her both sadness and joy as she
looks for cultural familiarity in her
profession.
"l, myself, have been promoted
and joined the department's 26
Career Ministers," she said. "While
there are only two African Americans presently serving at that rank,
Jam confident that there are others
on their way."
Currently there arc 3,500 officers
in the Foreign Service Institute;
only 364 are African American.

Davis encouraged Blacks to get
invo lved.
"We need diplomats who arc
courageous with unquestionable
principles, integrity and credibility." she said. "The new millennium
diplomat must have vision. they
must have leadership skills and the
ability to look beyond day-to-day
problems. They must be able to
engage in strategic thinking, and be
well-versed on things such as global warming and their immediate
surroundings."
Although not a prerequisite.
knowing more than one language is
helpful. Davis speaks French,
Spanish and Italian.
The Foreign Service Institute also
teaches 60 different languages.
"This is very important because
through it you can influence and

help to administer policy," said
Michael Nwanze. a professor of
political science.
Armed with the ability to envision a better world, and the courage
to make change. Davis has proven
that she is up for the challenge. She
hopes other Blacks will do the
same.
"I am here today because I believe
that Americans can help move the
world in the right direction for
peace, prosperity and development," Davis said. "African Americans such as the ones before me
today must be in\'olved in the
processes that define our national
interests and we must be involved
in influencing policy on matters
that are or spcci fie concern to us."

Photo courtesy of I\.."•

Ambassador Ruth A. Davis urges more Blacks to becomel
mats. She is director of the Foreign Service Institute.

New TeleCenter Established To Solicit Aluinni Suppor
By KACEE D. W t LKERSON

Hilltop Staff Writer
In a two-room suite of the former Howard Inn, one of the newest entities on the Howard University campus is in full operation.
The Howard University Advancement ToleCenter, is the only on-campus fundraising, marketing and public relations centralized center at a historically Black college or university.
Since it opened last semester, the ToleCenter has managed to increase
alumni support from 4 to l Opercent.
Located on the sixth floor and decorated with pictures of alumni, the TeleCenter is manned by 11 students and their manager, who make nightly calls
to Howard Unjversity graduates five days a week.
The fund-raising staff of 25 seeks to contact the approximately 45,000
Howard alumni for donations, as well as disseminate information about
the University.
The small core of students, deemed "student ambassadors," were selected after submitting applications.
"We wanted students with demonstrated success, articulation skills and
most importantly, a high enthusiasm about the University," said Dwayne
Boyd, who oversees the ToleCenter staff. "I thought these criteria would
be restrictive enough, but Jots of students fit the bill."
After selection, students underwent an intensive four-day, 20-hour training process in which they were taught everything from me meaning of philanthropy, to fund-raising tactics.
Another big part of the training process was teaching students how to
use the state-of-the-art computer software, SmartCall, which allows me
calls to be made.
This database allows the student tele-fund-raisers to instantly pull up
information on the person whom they are calling such as school and major,

year of graduation and current business information.
This database also allows the student caller access to information on individual schools and colleges, since donations are given through individual
schools or University-wide.
"I'd rather have the chance to work for the University, to work toward
continuing the prestige of the University, than anywhere else in the city/

"Regardless of whether alumni can give back
with their money, they are usually eager to
give helpful information or ar e interested in
teaching a class or just coming back to
Howard. I think many times they were just
waiting for someone_to give them a call."
-- Dedan Bruner
fourth-year political science major
said Erika Moody-Hankerson, a sophomore broadcast journalism major
who works at the ToleCentcr. "I have loved Howard since the day I set foot
on campus, despite any problems that I might've had. Too many people
have a negative opinion about giving back. So I want to change that. I want
the alumni to see the benefits of giving back."
The students call ,md solicit funds on behalf of the school or college or
tlle alumni. The ToleCenter does not however, require a minimum amount
for donation.
Currently, over $162,000 in pledges have been recorded from a total of
810 persons, with 80 percent of the pledges over $250.

"Howard !>ludcnts should be proud to know that the m erage Hl
5194 with the national average at only $110." Bo)-d said.
All of the money given then goes into the annual fund. which•,
to a host of University activities including emergency financial ail
ity maintenance. faculty recruitment and technical upgrades.
Michelle Robertson, a Howard alumna who works in the Offict
versity Advancement specifically with the Annual Fund, comm
University on its initiative to imple!nent these efforts.
"Before the lelcCcnter, fund-raising efforts were primarily Iefi
hands of the individual schools and coll eges where they would
occasional mailings." Robenson said. "Or for a couple of scW
was an actual phone fund-raising effort. but never has th.:n: been,
vcrsity-wide collective effort."
However, Robertson also said by being a former Howard studenL
now see that it is crucial for students to see the importance of girillJ
whether it be in school or after graduati on.
"Students don't realize that tuition alone does not cover all ofti't
of going to school." Robertson said. "Emergcnry financial aidao.l,
arships along with a host of otl1er things would be virtually nooei:
without alumni donations."
In order to create a steady flow of contributions, ToleCenterstafi
bcrs said they will continue to work hard.
Dedan Bruner, a fourth year political science major, said this isltl
rewarding job he has ever had.
"The best part about this job is the alumni interaction," hi
"Regardless of whether alumni can g ive back with their£'
they are usually eager to give helpful information or are inl,
ed in teaching a class or just coming back to Howard. I ihinit
tim es they were just waiting for someo ne to give them a,.:
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~peak Out! Speak Out! Speak Out!
~lers Torrell Davis. of the Den,er Broncos and Reggie White of the Green Bay Packers lead their
~,,: teams to the Super Bowl this Sunday. By doing so. they have managed to not onJy break records
,i!tir teams, but aJso b ~ ground for Black athletes. And all-star players continue to change the face
1irofe.fflonal sports.
•
~that doesn't seem to be the onJy thing changing. Many Black maJe professional athletes, it seems, are

"l think it's a question of statu.<;. l belie,·e a lot
of people. in particuJarl} atbJetes. who make
moo: l110llC) than Lhe)"°ve e,er made in their
ti1tS. and belie\'c the) \c reached an upper echelon in society belie,e they need the status
symbols that comes with it. They (those that
support it I probably believe that White wumen
fit into that ~talus They bclie,·c ii mo,e., them
into a different .,..'Orld altogether.•

"h's not a thing of status. It's a thing of White
women being more submissi\'c, tolerating more
things. But a lot of Black male alhletcs are just used
to being around Whites at big \Vbite schools. As
far as Black athletes in sports. for them it's a job.
If you can gel paid for something you do well. Most
people \\ant that - to get paid for something you
do well and enjoy doing.-

setting a trend of interraciaJ couples within the sports industry.
AtbJetes such as basebalJ all-stars Barry Bonds and Frank Thomas. basketball division leaders Scottie
Pippen and Charles Barkley are just a few ·who strongly suppon mixed relationships.
Howard students commented on whether they, too, suppon the interracial marriage trend exhibited by these
Blacks in sports.

.., think it's a status symbol. but it runs deeper than that.
It's also an unfortunate by-product of our society's
beauty standards. So of cowse, when you reach what
is considered the American dream. you want all of it-and part of ii is tJie \Vhite woman. That's why \\-'C see
this. Alhletes. arc pretty much celebrities. lbey ha\-e
White and Black women cha<iing after them. and the
fact there are so many married lo them [Wh.ite
women). they feel that it's acceptable:·

"It's their choice to do whatever Ibey want. As far
as me going that route, absolutely not. l see too
much beautifulness jn my 0\\11 culture 10 step outside. Blacks in sports is a \cnue in which to
express yourself if you ha,e a particular talent.
It's a business. For the amount of money alhletes
gel I don't know why anyone lohould be upset. If
it's something I like to do. I'm gonna get paid forit. It's a business."'

-Keota Fields, graduate pllilosop/1y major

-Ali/ce Ricl,ardson, sopl,omore internali.ona/
business major

-Eboni llallace, senior healJh management major
-Ktislral Culbreth, senior political science
Major

'i!nins a,u/ photos compiled by Zerl.ine A. Hughes

College Students Value Money Oyer Education, Survey Finds
m lilONEY,A1
1isull,lller of using education
as ameans to an end. rather
lll 11luing what you arc learn'!.' said Linda Sax. directoc of the
ney at the Higher Education
l:mb Institute at CCL.A
ksaid the sun'I!) has been taken
•l!iean.

Some Howard professors and students agreed with the resuJts.
~Man} times students ba\'e to
make a choice between economic
survi\'al and doing something they
love:· said Gcrunda Hughes. a pro-fcssor in Howaro·s School of Education. ·-r,c often felt that students
are here to get a degree and learn
only what Ibey need to get that

degree. Not that they arc money
hungry but in many cases they ba,-e
to go through the motionsjust to be
in school. I tell my"students to make
sure they get the education that they
went through the motions for:·
Sandy Kamaoda. a freshman
international business major. said
he thinks the sur\'ey shows an accu-

rate change of the times.
"Back in those days people were
coocemed with how intelligent they
could be,.. he said. '"People took
pride in their intellect. Now people
respect you if you·re wealthy.
Money is the focal point.
·'Education to our parents was
about intelligence. Education today

is about making mone}~ The money
will earn you respect," he said. "l"m
going into international business. I
may like it, I ma} not. But rm
going to do it cause it makes good
mone);'"
Graduating Senior Pamela Bland
said she thinks students would be
more concerned with learning. if

college didn"t cost so much.
·'Howard costs almost $5,000 a
semester." Bland said. -1 feel that if
I just wanted to learn about something. I can pick up a book and
enhance my knowledge. But as far
as spending $5.()00 to learn something [without earning a degree}. I
don"! think I would do iL"

Kabila Promises Human Rights,
Free Election In The Fonner
Zaire
,
":Ill CONGO, A1

great potential to become an economic powedlousc in

I

le say that Kabila b trying to rebuild the ccono~ilaoounuy ~ b} politicaJ and economic trou-

h
'%go1muncn1 accepted an offer by an urban de,el,at company called Bechtel 10 do a comprehen-esrudy of the Republic of Congo's natural resources
Ii'> suggest idea.-. to de\'clop it through private
~

llisdeal may make Bechtel a major player in the
iildingtbecoun~ and may bring Congo other for:ii mreslors.
l11111estima1ed 46 million people, the Republic of
•has been economically drained for more than a
~dali.og back to Belgium's King Leopold 11 and
~ journalist Henry Morton Stanle} who
lqxd profits into their personal accounts. The late
'-tu Sesc Seko also took his share.
lit oountry with its natural resources and wealth.
Cawng diamonds, cobalt, and other minerals. has

the region.
The United States ha,; cut back aid lo the region and
the European Union restricted aid until Kabila permits
an investigation by the United Nations into the massacre of Rwandan Hutu refugees - an accusation bis
go\'eromeot denies. He has not alJowed the U.N. in\-"CStigative team 10 reponed massacre sites.
Ao official from the World Bank said providing aid
to the Congo is dependent on the country's ability to
properly manage funds. more so than a democratic
election.
• A whole DC\\< process ha°' to be put in place before
conditions are met for new rud. • the official said. "But
the work is ongoing.•
U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright. met with
Kabila in Kinshasa last month and urged him lo keep
h.is promise 10 hold elections.

~alary Disparities Divide Faculty
~ EQUITY, A1

lttily i,r Fowler, -.he negotiated her salary upon entCl"ing the Unh ersity. Coming in ~th se\"eo ~ of teach1apcricncc in New Yorlc and a Ph.D., Fowler accepted tenure under her own conditions and said her salary
• ~le to her male counterpartS.
lqiiie lhe lack of gender equity with regard to female facull}~ Fowler said she and_ others 31'1: here because
ill:ltlldcnts, not simply for the money And aJlhough the issue is not regularly mentioned oul'itdc of the FactJScaate, the figures speak. for them.sch cs.
ltmi.man and other members of the Faculty Senate have oOl yet received an acti,'C response t_o the gender
'9rafitics. but Swygen has promised to address the need for faculty salary disparities to be rectified overalJ.
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checkbook 1n1l, ~,v>J
ean1i11gs and your college lift• ,rith aJfexible
schedule. }o,, mar ean,
up 10 S/0.00 per hour
worl.:i11~ as a Teller in
any one nfour \'iry:inia,
,\la,yland or IX
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bnu1ches.
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At First lJnio11, ire ,iffer n:wanlitlg opport1111irief,
medicalhle111al benefit.\, paid lwlida_n cmd racatio11,
t'\te,uin• rrai11i11R ,md (rf<' d1ecki11g. Join 11.S t0t.lay.'
Please call I-800-966-6713 Ext. HHPBUT.J for
mon.· u,fon11ali(}fl. Fint l'nion utili:.t•s cln,g re~1i11g as
" co11Jirio11 of emp/o_\111ent.
\ \

•

:.: ·rart~lim~ ,.·. ·•
:. ~~~~rt~~iti~~

We are seeking highly
motivated, salesoriented 1nd1viduals
who are professional.
friendly ano detailoriented for Part-Time
and Peak-Time Tel er
opportur"tres
Schedules vary and
nclude Saturday
hours.
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Deadline Re••~inder
Financial Aid 1998-99 Acade•••ic Vear
♦ Priority deadline t-or th e

F ree Application for Federal Stude nt Aid

(FAFSA) is .LS Febru a ry L998.
♦ Obtain

FAFSA fro m E M/Fina n cial Aid and Student Emp l o ym e nt,
Room 205 ''A'' Building

♦ Submit

Rene·wal Application/F AFSA to t-ederal processo r early so
t h e University rece ives the d<.:tta by the 15 February 1998 d eadline.

♦ Federal

processor takes 6-8 weeks to submit the need a n a ly s i s to
Howard University.

F:NR.OJ ,I .MP.N'I'
.
23 JANUARY 1998
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D01nestic and International Exchange
Progra1n Announces
1998-99 National Student Exchitnge
(NSE) P~ogra1n
♦ Sophomores

and Juniors eligible to participate in Fall 19 98 and
Spring 1999 NS E Program .

♦ Opportunity

to s tudy at one of more than 150 colleges and
universities in tl1e United States (including Hawaii, the
U .S. V i rgin Islands, and Puerto R ico)!

♦ Applications

ava ilable in Room G - 1.1, ''A'' Building.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••
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We're amajor,international
advertising agency.
And yes, we're hiring.
Weare D' AreyMasiusBenton &Bowlesafull -serviceadvertising

I

I

Heres your chance lo join !he publishers of
~e Wall Street Journal, 1ls Interactive Edihon, and o wide range of other publ1calions.
!ore the leaders 1n wov,ding essent·al, up lo·lhe second business and financial information

11

-,:•011 oil media,

and marketing communications agency. We're recruiting for ent~-level
training positions in our Troy,Michigan office for our Professional
Development Program (PDP). Ifs aunique training programtnat'snot
major-specific. During our information session at Howard University,you'll
talk directly with PDP members young professionals who were in the sam
position as you not so long ago. Come check out our credentials,view
some of our work and ask questions. We want to keep this casualso feel
free to leave your suit at home. Then think about coming to see usagain fo
1
an interview. Our recruiters will be back on campus February 11 hand
th
12 • For more information on signing up for interviews, please contact you
Placement Center at either the School of Business or School of
Communications.

including prinl, compulers, faxes, radio, lelephony, and aud1olexl.

'eore coming lo your campus lo recruit !he bes! and brighlesl in !he following areas.

11

Programmers • Editors • Accountants • Statisticians
In formation Technology Internships also available.
Q,( <ommilmenl

.

lo your professional development includes comprehensive training programs

.

TheInformationSession will be held:

•dioccelerate your fransilion from !he classroom lo !he real world, and on·going educational
~11'once. Along w11h a strong solory and complete benefits, you'll en1oy working in o business
iJl

environment which promotes the balance between work and life. To qualify for an

Thursday, January 29th @7:00 •8:30 p.m.

·terview, please submit your resume to the Career Services office.

Interviews will be held on February 12, 1998.
for more information, visit our w~bsite ot: www.dowjones.com

School of BusinessFaculty Lounge
th

•
®

'

•
•

niversi

ivision o u en

ice o esi ence i e

•

in university residence halls

'

Qualttications: Undergraduate - Sophomore, Junior. Senior - 2.5(GPA)average. Residence Ha
occupant for aminimum of one academic year, arecord of active participation and posilive leadershi1
in hall programs and activilies.

•
--.

. I

Discounl Coae •ltXiBOOK

Responsibilities: R.A.s work under the supervision of Community Directors, wor
aminimum of ten (10) hours per week, assist with hall openings and closings. work with 40 to 6(
studenls occupying acorridor, assist with hall programs and activil1es.attend all meetings called by thi
Community Directors, and assist with adminislralive responsibilities.

tX~IRt~ rf8.1 ),1~~~

•

Employment: Is for one year and includes ataxable stipend of $750.00, paid 1n monthly 1nstallmen
plus free room rent for the academic year. Reappointment for asecond year ispossible,but requires 1
new application.

er!
•

'
, "'°'I

' I

'

Secure application from
Residence Hall Office,
complete and submit to the:
.

Office of Residence Life
2401 4th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20059
On or before Februa~ 17, 1998
6 weeks, 6 cred,ts about $2,400 1nclud1ng tu1t,on, room &
board. books. and a,rta,e
Term 1: May 26·Jt,ly 2 • Term 2: July 6·August 14
vvww,s u mmer.haw a11,edu

'

• !Oll·free 1 (800) 862·6 6 2 8
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I
esidents Recognize
Civil Rights Photographs
l ing Holiday With
Invoke Painful Memories
ContrOI Board Protest Smithsonian Exhibit Reminds Visitors OfNation's Racist Past
A~CELICA J\,I ORRISON

By K EYA G RAVES

• 'wp Staff Writer

City Editor

[t1<.0me District residents, the
t.,rtin Luther King Jr. holiday
. aday lO fight for equality and ·
~ up for democracy.
lb.irty demonstrators lead by
t organiw.tion, Stand Up For
~racy. meet in front of the
n Luther King Jr. library
)Oinoo in prayer before they
JD lhe1r march to the District
trol Board office. As the
Jtber- headed out they chant1bi~ is the d:1y for Dr. King."
\l.ulyparticipants said the right
fought for in the 1960s are
!3!TIC rights they are being
. toda).
·\\ttlect.:d the mayor (Marion
) that we wanted and now
i:orernmcnt throws him out
puh in a city manager when
dtiLen, don't even know anyigabout this Indy,'' <iaid Luree
mi, a retired government

Crowds of people visiting the
Smithsonian Amer ican History
Museum this past weekend were
drawn away from the ex.hi bits to follow the echo of voices singing "We
Shall Overcome."
Blacks and Whites walked toward
the circle that formed around the
choir at the Smithsonian. People of
all ages sang and clapped their
hands. The older people closed
their eyes and swayed to the rhythm
of the music.
As the crowd spread, the choir
took its place on a stage set up in
the lobby. The actors took their
scats at the counter of a restaurant
10 reenact a sit-in from the Civil
Rights Movement while singing
"This Little Heart of Mine.''
Some people said the songs took
them back to a painful Lime period
as they remembered the power of
the sit-ins, marches and fight
against Jim Crow laws.
·'Jim Crow laws meant anything
but equal. We were separate but
not equal," said Benita Elms, of
Fairfax, Va. •·1 can remember traveling south with my mother and not
being able to find a service station
for miles and miles that offered rest

E

)CC,

l)(monstrators said that an
ction in democracy has
;erred, because many of
\ re,,pons1bilities ha"e been
,.oded b) Congress to the DisControl Board.
\Ith.: marcher, orew closer to
Control Board office.
.-her Sadie Phillips began to
.1. ··we don·t want the drag.1,h o,er here!" The crowd
. re'ferring to Camille Cates
~I. ~ho recently was reccnt'.JIX>tntcd by the District ConBoard ru, the District Chief
~~ment Officer.
~ district revitali1ation pro: 1> the cause of the shift in
,msibtltoes from the Mayor

File photo
Dr. Martin Luther Ki ng Jr.
to the appointed Control Board.
re~ident for 20 years.
Amussen said she feels like 1,hc
The Control Board elected Barnett to ove1 ~ee certain agencies
is living in the shadow of the
and then report to Congress.
government, expected to take
whatcve, it "dishes out."
Barnell is nm" in charge of nine
maJor District agenciei., such as
Residents are also outraged by
the Fire Department and the
the diminishing role of the mayor.
Department Public Works.
" If Carol Schwartz were electMarchers said the power given
ed mayor, the restrictions would
to the Control Board by Conhave been different'' said Charles
gress in August l 997 violates
Hicks, president of the American
their democratic rights.
Federation of Employees.
"1 hav.: never felt so far away
Hieb said he belie,·es race is
from my government before."
playing a large factor in the shift
said Diane Amussen • ., Distnct of Barry's responsibilities.

~~ TtRAH J \CK SO'I Ill

direct involvement in the community.
0S1ajf Writer
Kelle> chose 10 write letters and
speak to cameras to make change.
:rches have always been
Aldridge, unlike Kelley, chose to
':!Ito bold a community togethaddress Congress in order to stop
;.A) people also reach for the
the sale of Jazz 90.
.Jdoor; when in need of hope.
"It ·s a legitimate tragedy,"
~ carry a legacy of eduAldridge said. He said _that with
1!,figbting for equal it, and proWDCU gone, WHUR 96.3 FM is
..:; rol and shelter for those
the only Black-controlled radio stanin need.
lion in the city.
':X people argue that today's
\ldridge said jatt is an alternative
\.A'I are clos111g their door!. to
to music with negative messages.
1 lSide community and only
"Jazz music is a vehicle for spiri~ v.ith the people involved in
tuality, "he said.
!111\lCUlar church.
Aldridge has lined himself in
'!ler, many Christian minisfavor of Jazz 90 and the Universi' l!lltthat they still are involved
ty of the District of Columbia. His
!rcommunity and arc fighting
church is striving 10
11111
.l in their local • - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - raise money to send
;brhoods.
''We reach out from people to people. [We are 1,000 students 10
t Cldhodsofser.ihichChristian
tm use vary
• church 10
~fromdenomliltodenomina-

Kelley said shortly after the rectory and community center were
burglarized.
He said it was at this time the
police informed him that his neighborhood had the highest crime rate
and the lowest amount of complaints.
Kelley and his church's members
organi7..cd a letter writing campaig n
to former chief of police. Larry D.
Soulsby, at the 5th District headquarters and the U.S. Attorney's
office.
The tellers informed Sou Isby that
Kelley and his church's members
"arc alive and aware of what[policc
officials] are and aren't doing."
Since the campaign, Kelly said he
has seen a greater support of police

more] like a family that are sharing our gifts with
our neighbors."
--

Fr. Michael Kelley, St. Marti.n's Church
,

By M AR K J ENNINGS

opens its doors
throughout the week

BECOME AN
AIR FORCE OF'F 'ICER.

to its neighbors.
Recently, a men's

I,

~

Caribbean music for their exercise
routines.
''It is not to have a thin looking
person. but to let them know the
importance of exercise via culture
and music," Dureke said.
The Expo not only focused on
physical health, but also mental and
spiritual health.
Gina Tuague, of the Multicultural
Youth Educational Foundation
Organization, said it is important to
be spiritually involved to maintain
good health. The program offers
teens an opportunity to learn how
to own and operate their own businesses based on Biblical principles .
Tsague said if people follow
lessons from the Bible, they can
eliminate many visits to the doctor.
"We believe that understanding
the Bible as it relates to business
and 10 you as a person would eradicate a lot of the health issues as it
happens throughout our community," Tuague said. "Most of the health
problems that we do have are a
result of stress and different issues
that we have not dealt with properly."

All Souls also

•Michael Kelley. - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ jazz group, a conferofficials and a noticeable drop in
cnce on lesbians in Zimbabwe and
The Rev. Daniel Webster crime.
Latino Seventh Day Adventists
.ii!gelr., senior minister at All
"[It) took people in church to say
occupied the All Souls facilities.
Oiurch, are two with differit." Kelley said.
All Souls has a rich history of
-gxooches to service.
For his actions. Kelley has been
social justice, Aldridge said. He
J!i, the priest of St. Martin's named ''The Grass Roots Pastor of said the church housed many DisChurch since 1992, said he
the Year" by the Washington. D.C.
trict residents in need of help. The
:..ics a tradiuon of direct and
Civic Association.
church also offers rape counseling
~on" service to the com mu''The community is touched by
services, a narcotics and alcohol
the good works and energy proprogram and a mental health protllidlhisapproach is beneficial
duced by St. Martin's church," he
gram.
~-;e those who give directly
said.
Aldridge said there are four types
t.,timmediate joy.
On a weekly basis, SI. Martin's
of good works: social service,
reach out from people to pcoChurch provides money for families
social witness. social education and
l' Ktlley said. "[We are more]
who need emergency loans. The
\ 1lamily that arc sharing our church also provides computers to social juStice.
children and adult. and it also opens
Aldridge said that A II So ul s
tithour neighbors."
1
its facilities for 12 step meetings,
Church, Unitarian, is stronger in
lir frequent ly speaks out
after
school
programs
and
basketsocial
justice and witness because
drugs and crime in the St.
a·scommunity. He said he has
ball games.
they speak out and mobilize against
• led about five drug deals in
Kelley said be has seen many pcoissues and problems.
(fl,I that occurred during the
pie join his church who would not
"[We are] clearly putting our faith
'rt.
have joined if it was not for his
into action," Kelly said.

,,,,,,..,,,,-

Jody Moten, a physical education
teacher at Woodrow Wilson High
School in Northwest Washington
said health is the most important
part of Ii fe.
"Without your health you have
nothing," Moten said. "No ma11er
how much money you make. no
matter how many house~ or cars
you have, if you don't maintain your
health, you can't enjoy your life."
And she is not alone in her view
of physical fitness. Hundreds of
people 0ocked to the fifth annual "4
Your Health and Fitness Expo," at
the Washington Convention Center
in search of health ideas that could
help them improve their way of living.
The recent three-day event sponsored by NBC affiliate WRC-TV
Channel 4 gave patrons the opportunity to get free cholesterol and
cancer screenings by Blue Cross
and Blue Shield.
While the D.C. Department of
Health conducted tests for HlV,
patrons also received tests for diabetes and high-blood pressure.
Many people participated in aer-

obic activities like basketball, (cnnis and dancing.
The long lines at the screening stations and the Fresh Fields booth
attest that the event is most popular for its free screenings, classes,
seminars and free dietary samples.
However. the event also allowed
small businesses and community
programs to interact with community members in an informal setting.
Margaret Dureke, owner of Jab's
Fitness Ce nter, located in
Hyattsville. Md., said she was very
excited about having a display
booth at the Expo. Dureke, a
Howard University graduate, said
she found her calling in the health
industry when she ballooned to 240
pounds. She said she had trouble
finding a weight loss center that
cou Id provide the personal attention
she needed.
·•we were looking for a place that
would help those who were overweight and particularly those who
arc minorities, but there was no
place that we could reall y call
home," said Dureke, referring to
herself and her husband John.
The experience inspired the
Durckcs to start their own fitness
center. T hey use African and

UDC .

'i Martin's Catholic Church,

...

mentall," he said.
One picture shows a 5-year-old
B lack boy, Anthony Quin, being
arrested by the police as he
marched in a peaceful demonstration .
·•1didn't know there were so many
children my age marc hing. r
thought they would have been in
school," said Kimberly Gimble, a
9-year-old from Virginia viewing
the exhibit.
The photographs on display not
only show the positive faces of the
Civil Rights Movement but blatant
racism.
In one photograph, a White mother is shown with her two daughters
smiling, holding a sign in her hand
that said "Nigger don't you wish
you were White." Her daughters
held confederate nags.
"That picture doesn't really surprise me," said Miki Crespi, of
Washington, D.C. "This picture and
other pictures in 1hc exhibit remind
me what was taldng place during
that era. but aho makes me feel
removed and frightened ... the
younger generation of Blacks do
not realize and appreciate what
these people went through and the
changes that have taken place
because of their fight."

Thousands Seek Answers
At Health, Fitness Expo
Hilltop Staff Writer

~inisters Speak Out
For Communities

rooms for Blacks.''
After the actors reenacted the sitin, they encouraged the audience to
visit the exhibit, "We Shall Overcome: Photographs from the American Civil Rights Era.''
The black and white photographs
that hang from the museum walls
bring the struggles, the people who
fought and the achievements of the
Civil Rights Movement alive.
Many of the photographs were
taken by Gordon Parks and Matt
Herron.
The photographs not only show
Martin Luther King Jr., Elijah
Muhammad, Malco lm X and
Medgar Evers, but the lesser known
faces who fought for social and
economic equality.
"I was about IOwhen Malcolm X
and Dr. King struggled for the right
to vote," said Frank Coles, of Newport News, Va. " I can remember
watching what was reported on TY,
but the pictures in the exhibit really touched me. One picture sparked
anger in me - it was the picture of
the dog biting a man with the police
holding the chain.''
Coles said it made him wonder
what people thought as they
marched and saw each other beaten.
"We came a long way physically,
but we still have a long way to go

T a kt.• tht· hrst Sl('P to ht• c on1i11g

l<',ld
t ' r in today's Air Foret•. Put \'<Htr c ol
ll•g(• cl<~grl'(' lo work 111 th<' \ir F o n ·v
()frict·r ·1 ra111111g ~chool \ft l'r ( 0 111plt•t
i11g <Hft(' (•r l'rain111g S c h ool vc n1 c .111
bcconH' a co1111111ssi111H·d \11 Fon l '
office, \\'ilh

•
•
•
•
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great starting p,,y
111c<lil',II .ind clt•nt ,11 care.•
30 days \'i\Calion \,•it h pay per ye.1r
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Virus Causes Hundreds of IJeaths in Ken)
By KA REN THOMAS
IAf'Jrld Editor

A recent outbreak known as the Rift Valley Fever in
northeastern Kenya is believed to be responsible (or the
deaths of hundreds of people, experts say.
The Rift Valley Fever, named after a valley in Kenya,
is spread by mosquitoes, sand flies and direct contact
with infected animals during slaughtering or handling
aborted fetuses.
It is also associated with a lack of clean drinking water
and health services, according to a press release issued
by the World Health Organization.
The disease is characterized by high fevers, severe
headaches and vision problems. It produces a non-fatal
illness, but in some cases can cause fatal bleeding from
the nose and other open ings.
The Kenyan M inistry of Health bas confirmed more
than 350 deaths, bu t the World Health Organization
said the death toll is "possibly double that."
An estimated 300 deaths have been recorded in recent
weeks in remote northca,tcrn Kenya and southern
Somali a, according to the United Nation's health
agency.
Laboratory tests on blood samples from victims of the
c urrent outbreak analyzed at the South Africa Institute
of Virology have confirmed three cases of the disease,
the World Health Organization reported in a statement.
"RVF may not be the only cause of the 300 deaths

observed in the cun-ent disease ou tbreak as some cases
have shown no evidence of RVF infection," the slate•
ment reported.
"Other severe diseases that normally occur in the
areas, such as shigellosis and malaria, may partially
explain the large number of deaths in the region."
Thsts arc being held at the National Institute of Virology. another \VHO Collaborating Center, and the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta.
Testing is also done to find out if the fever is responsible for the deaths of hundreds of sheep, goats and
camels.
Already. tests have indicated that 13 of the first 36
people examined were affected with the virus and a
study of some animal specimens have confirmed that
an imals are likewise infected.
Severe flooding in northeastern Kenya and Somalia
has contribuled to the disease by scatteri ng the eggs
laid by mosquitoes that harbor the disease.
As of Jan. 16 the WHO estimated deaths by the disease had reached 450, but reliable statistics are difficult to collect due to the flooding.
Rainfa ll in Kenya was 500 times above normal.
Overflowing rivers have washed out bridges, turning
roads in to mud slicks, submerging most airstrips and
forcing closure of a highway connecting the city of
Mombassa with Nairobi and eastern and central Africa.
The heavy rains - which have been attributed to E l
Nino - have already claimed the lives of 76.
The virus, was first isolated in 193 1 during an out-

break in livestock on a farm located in
Kenya's Rift Valley of Kenya. It causes spontaneous abortion in ewes and
cows. and deaths in lambs and calves.
Travel has not been restricted because
the outbreak is far from the tourist
centers of the capital Nairobi Mombasa
and other popular game parks. the
WHO reported.
The disease is concentrated in Northeastern Kenya and southern Somalia,
but has not spread throughout the entire
Rift Valley. which stretches 4,000 miles
from Jordan and south through east
Africa.
Red Cross officials urged residents
last week to burn all animal carcasses,
saying recent victims got the virus
from handling ailing livestock.
WHO has had a team in Kenya since
the outbreak and sent another Jan. 15.
The team, which inc ludes public
health specialists in Rift Valley
fever, will coordinate activities in
Kenya to further assess the ex tent
of the outbreak and explore the
feasibility of immunizing Ii vcstock
10 prevent further spreading.

Elections Mark Era of
'New Th.Illking , FOr Ja ID al. Ca
By KEN!'.ETH RUSSELL
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Jamaican parliamentary elec•
tions, which were held last Decem•
ber and called the country's most
peaceful democra tic process,
marked the first time a government
has won three consecutive terms in
office.
The incumbent Prime Minister
Percival James Patterson and his
People's National Party returned to
power with victory in 47 of the 60
political constituencies.
The mai n opposition, the Jamaica
Labor Party won eight constituenc ies, wh ile the newly formed
National Democratic Movemen t
failed to win a seat in parliament.
Five of the cons tituencies arc
being recounted by the courts,
including the JLP stronghold of
central St. Catherine, which Bruce
Golding contested -- former JLP
c hairman and now leader of the
NDM. Olivia Granghe, who now
represents the JLP also contested
the vote.
Partisan fighting has been a part
of the coun try's political scene
since the 1960s, and reached epidemic proportions in the election of
1980, where hundreds were mur•
dered during violent outbreaks.
B ut the cou ntry's mos t recent
elections were declared a success
by former United States president
Ji mmy Carter and his team of
observers including Retired Gen.
Colin Powell and boxing champion
Evander Holyfield.

Jamaica's ambassadorto the United S tates, Richard Bernal, said the
elections were free and fair, and
served as a testament to the island's
democratic traditions.
''The vote represents an endorsement of the government's policies,"
Bernal said. "The economy has
been stable and innation has gone
down to single digits."
There was a positive spirit among
the people, Bernal said, and the
upward economic trends of the previous year augers well for the
futu re.
Sheldo n Lyn, a j unior civil engineering major, believed the PNP's
victory was simply the first step in
Jamaica's preparation for the next
century.
''The people voted for a person of
integrity and character," she said.
"The one they th ink is best able to
lead the country into the 21st centu ry o n the road to continued
growth and development.''
Other nati ves of Jamaica said the
election marks the beginning of a
new thinking for Jamaicans.
Katus Watson, a second year graduate student in environmental engineering, said the peaceful nature of
the elections is a reflection of the
maturity of the electorate.
"They have come to realize that
there is nothing to be gained from
political fighting," \Vatson said.
Neil Lawrence, a Howard graduate, agreed.
"Jamaicans are tired of con•
frontational po li tics.'' he said.
"They wa nt to see nation building."

, <\.,(ON

Guy~nese Citize~
Gov. t Clash Ovf

Presidential Electio1
By K ENNETH R USSEL i.
Hilltop Staff Writer

File photo

P. J. Patterson is the first Prime Minister of Jamaica to win
three consecutive elections.

More than four weeks after
announcing the winner of Guyana ·s
presidential elections, clashes
between law enforcement officers
and protesters over the results continue to cause social chaos, sources
said.
Victory for the People's Progressive Party led by Janet Jagan. 77,
did not sit well with opposition.
Supporters of the main opposition,
the People's National Congress are
still angry with the declared Dec.
15 and have taken t<, the streets of
the capital.
PNC leader Desmond Hoyte and
the leaders of other political parties
arc claiming that the election was
flawed and that widespread electoral malpractice's took place.
Despite court orders banning
protests and appeals from the country's leaders. angry citizens continue to protest in front of govern•
ment buildings daily. Police have
arrested many and used tear gas to
disperse crowds.
Some residents of the Caribbean
country say these protests are not
merely against the elections, but
also a sign that the people do not
want the country to be led by a foreigner.
Janet Jagan, the widow of the late
president Chcddi Jagan, is a White
American. Extolled by some as a
veteran in Guyana's politics, Jagan
received UNESCO's Gandhi Medal

for Peace. Democracy and1
Rights last year. The m
Guyanese are of African ,
ancestry.
"I don't think Jagan ~
there,'' said Guyana nati1, ·
Rowe, a freshman may
mathematics. "I think di(
election was botched forha
Why was she sworn in so
Hoyte and his party peti ·
country's Supreme Courtt
out of the results. but wm
Official rc~ults from the a
commission gave victol) 1
PPP/Civic coalition with:
votes to the PNC's 161."'1
gave the PPP/Civic 29 i
seats in the country's~
Assembly. while the PXC,
1\vo minor parucs won
each.
The Commonwealth Ii
observers that monitored I!!
ttons said the ballots ~t
"without fear or intirmda~
the counting of the vol~, ..
post-election actions m•.
"contributed to diminish«
bility" of the results.
Selwyn H. H. Carrmgt
fessor of Caribbean b
said the prob lem is thar
docs not share the same~
ity as the people, nor
Guyanese by birth.
"No country in the Wl/
sit idly by and allO\\ fort
to take leadership." Cm
said.

ISS Helps Chinese-Aillericans Ring in the Year of the Tige1
By S HERRI E E DWARDS
Hilltop Staff Writer

For many the anticipation is over -- I 998 is here. But
for na tionalists from China. the countdown w ill begin
at midnight Jan. 27 when the country, once considered
the next economic powerhouse, rings in the first day
of their new year-marki ng The Year of the T iger.
"It is a li me for the family to get together and have a
big meal," said Y.1n Zhao, a senior majoring in mathe matics. "It's a superstitious kind of thing. Before the
new year comes we ligh t incense to thank the kitchen
god." This is one of several rituals to celebrate the Chinese new year.
For the first time, more than 20 nationals of China and
Chinese Americans will gather o n campus to celebrate
the first day of the Chinese new year.
The International Student Services has planned "an
introductory" cele bration.
"It is a way of di versifying the acti vities we do for our
students," said Victor Betancourt, undergmduatc counselor in the international services office. " It is a way
for us to highlight the communities here and give
them a c ha nce to celebrate their culture."
The event will begin at 6 p.m. and will be held in the
Readi ng Room in the Blackburn Student Center. Students who attend are requested to donate $5, and must
notify the office by Monday Jan. 26.
T he celebrations begin with the New Moon on the

first day of the new year and end on the fu ll moon 15
days later.
Because the Chinese calendar is based on a combination of lunar and solar movements. the new year falls
on different dates every year.

dows are left open to let the old year out. Other practices include cleaning the house by sweeping inwards
and taking out the dirt through the back door on the
fifth day of the year. Diverging from this may result in
destroying the family fortune.
On New Year's Day, no
This 15-day observance is - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - one washes their hair
highlighted by re ligious ceremonies in honor of Heaven "The new year is similar to Christ- because Chinese believe
it washes away the new
and Earth and the gods of the
mas
here.
We
gather
with
family
year's good luck. Red
household. In addition, speand celebrate."
cial meats, noodles and
clothing is worn to foster a bright and happy
drinks are consumed to profuture
and set the tone
mote longevity and success.
h
The most important event is
-- Yan
ao, senior,
for the upcoming year.
Finally, all debts must
a ceremony honoring anccsmajoring in mathematics.
be paid and lending distors,
who
the
Chinese
believe
•
a
l lowed for fear that
are responsible for the forlending will continue throughout the year.
tune and glory of the family.
Vast amounts of food, mainly a vegetarian dish called
"We value our roots and where we came from," Zhao
said, adding that many rituals arc no longer observed "jai,'' is consumed on New Year's Day, and each item
has cultural meaning.
in the cities.
For example, to ensure a male child. couples cat lotus
T he Chinese bring in the new year in ways similar to
the western world. In addition to having a magnificent seed. Black moss seaweed means great wealth. Eating
feast, families spend the day relaxing, looking at tele- a whole fish represents togetherness and abundance.
Chicken is served with the head. and feet to symbolvision.
"We also light firecrackers and make lots of noise, ize completeness. Noodles arc uncut to ensure a long
even though it is outlawed in the cities," Zhao said. T he life.
Nationals who have been residing in the District for
lighting of firecrackers is a symbol of sending out the
several years say the celebrations here arc different.
o ld year and welcoming the new.
In China, "we celebrate for the whole week," said
At midnight on New Year's Eve all doors and win-

.

z

Peter Sue, manager of Hunan Chinatown Re,t.
"The new year is similar to Christmas here. II'.
er with family and celebrate."
Sue, who bas lived in the District for 1-1 )til
he plans simply to work and hope for a bener!Others say they miss the grand fami ly reuruo
Nancy Chen. who lived in the DiMrict for I!
and manages a restaurant in Chinatown. longs
grandeur.
''\Ve have a family union. which is vcr) im~
Chen said. "We have a hig banquet that ~II fm;
share together."
Chen recalls the children's activity wbr..
little ones go around with red boxes andi
New Year's greetings 10 e lders, who in t1:
m oney in their boxes. T'..is activ ity is belil\
make 1hc child lucky for the coming year.
Joan Wong, a Chinese American, visited<'
eight years ago for the new year celebration,
said she looks forward to sharing this exp(r.
with her "extended family."
This year's celebration, accordrng to E
court, is informal and simple.
" H opefull y we wi ll con tinue and it will
up, so the stude nt s fee l comfortable," hesa
is a way to show them [Chinese studeotsJi,•
about their culture and make them comf~
at the University."
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Tuition, Housing
Increases Unwelcome
One of the biggest concerns that confronts students Howard has done an excellent job at educating proal the start of every semester is the cost of education.
fessiooals al reasonable costs.
Last week's news of a proposal to increase tuition and
But since when is Uni\-ersily fiscal policy deterhousing costs next year is not welcome.
mined by stats from lhe lbst? Our a,uage ranking pooiln Academic Year l9<J4. when the_graduating class tion in these stats does not justify increasing our
entered Howard, tuition for UDdergraduatc students was tuition.
$7,130and graduate costs were $8,300. With lhe proThe proposals would garner a little more than Sl.5
posals from the vice-president of Business and FtSCal
million. Ghren lb\! Uni•.-ersity's operating budget, this
Affairs Thomas Elze}; undergraduate tuition for Aca- is a drop in the buckeL
demie Year 1999 can be $8,750 and graduate tuition
Il is doubtful this meager additioo will show Congress
$10,200.
that Howard is becoming more indcpcndenL
In actualil~ the increase from
lnstead, the Uni\-crsity needs lo
last year's tuition is modest :
seek more realistic and tangible
undergtads will only ha,-c to pay S d
b uld
.
means of raising funds than mod$170 more, though graduate and
S O
est tuition increases bring.
professional students will pay
the tuition proposals
Tuition and housing increases
$300 to $480 more.
full
ha,-e been haphazard and seemElzey said the tuition increases .___ _ _
~Y._•_____, ingly undemandcd in recent years.
will generate additional re\'CDUC to
If the administration wants supdeal with inflation, maintenance and renovations,
port for its policies, it should be up front about how
including lhe 'increased costs of information tech- much its going to run the Uni\-ersity. making projeclnol<>g)t •
ed costs like inflation known before band.
But perhaps the paramount - and most scrupulous Quietl~ raising tuition more than $2,000 in four
- reason for the proposal is to show Congress that years seems a bit dishonest lo students who ha\'e relied
Howard is becoming less dependent on its federal
on Howard's modest fees to get a good education.
stipend.
And while those costs ha\'e gone up many students
Howard students arc woefully aware of all the above complain, serious improvements in tbP academic offerconcerns. But we must question the timeliness and ings and technology of the Uni\-ersity continue to
necessity of these increases.
remain pitifully behind ot.hec top research institutions.
lo the report from Elzey's office, administration offiIt is a tragedy that the General Assembly rubber
cials cite statistics from The \lasl,ington Post and other stamped these proposals before giving an opportunity
sources about Howard's extremely reasonable and for their constituents. who are not as well informed, to
affordable tuition. as compared with other HBCUs like look o,-er the issue.
Hampton and h'Y League schools.
Now the students will ba,'C lo pursue this issue themHoward's tuition is ranked significantly lower than seh-es.
most Ivy league schools and four other HBCUs -
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Defenders In Our Cormnunity
In 1827. Samuel Cornish and John Russ,wnn ga,'C communities. The Defender's superior co,-erage of
birth lo F~edom's Journal, this country's first Black Civil Rights, Emmett T lll's death and Black enternewspapec. It was directed toward Negro problems, tainment canceled out the fiagrant neglect of Black
causes and movements.
issues by Chicago's two main dailies.
Many argue that Black papers today arc untimely,
And from that first newspaper, sc\'eral others grew in
cities across this nation with the intent to pro'> ide
poorly wrinen and practically unedited. This wasn't lhe
case before ·integration. 1l wasn't until the ,-e.oomous
Black readers with a Blad, view of the news.
Ida B. Wells documented lynching in the South. race riots of the late 1960s, that mainstream newspaFrederick Douglass founded the abolitionist Nortl,
pers started hiring any Black person who could write
Star. The Louisville (Ky.) Defender championed to co\'cr the news.
teacher salary cqualiation and
With their national co,-erage,
policy making in favor of the r - - --."iT"TTJ.---.7Tl':'11T77.- - - - , huge re,-eoues and ach'30Ccd tech•
town's Black citii.ens.
nol~ corporate newspapers are
The Black press has traditionalable lO lure the best of talented
ly pro\'ed lo be a strong \.-Oicc in
Black reporters away from the
Black comrnuniti~ co,'Cring stoBlack press and the Black comries so-calledl'C\-cred newspapers
munities they sen't!.
o,'Crlook. or bury in a brief.
The number of Black owned local papers is small and
John Sengstacke.. publisher of The CJ,icn1,,o Defend- its continuing to dwindJe. With a dearth of professional
er, died last year. Months later the city's only Black Black journalists and business personal willing to go
dail); which was founded in 1905, is on the market for back into the Black press and in,rigorate it, once lhriv$8 million. Chicagoans fear the paper's transition will
ing publications of information are struggling at the
fall into White hands or permanently shut down.
grassroots le,-cl.
It's not an unlikely thought considering the fall of
VIBE and 77,e So11n:e arc not bastions of the Black
Black mediums in other cities, including the ncarl>y press - they're not C\-cn B lack-owned.
Afro American /Planet in Richmond, Va. two years
If Black Americans aspire to be ahead of the lnforago.
mation Age, we need 10 return to the true source for
Black papers used to be a great -and the only - train- news in our community - the Black Press.
ing ground for gifted columnists and reporters in our

We cannot lose the
Black ~ -

Oprah vs. The Cow
Regular viC\\'CIS of the "Oprah Wmfrey Show" might 'The go,-crnmenl continues to claim that American beef
not remember the April 16, 1996 progr.un where is not at risk of contamination.
guests explained that many American cows are used
But the suit against Oprah hones in on serious issues
as feed for other cows. wbereafter()prahcxclaimed "It of freedom of speech.
has just stopped me cold from eating another burgec.•
Oprah was performing hcr duty lo inform people
But the show is still fresh in ther---~""ETTr!r-.7Tr.<,nr-r".""'""'- - - iabout the possible risks of mad
mind ofToxas callle ranchers who
:
cow disease. llus was an act of
have gained support from se,'Cral
within poblic service not ~ _abuse of her
meat industry lobby groups in
•
power lo reach millions as supsuing Oprah foe the Sl2.6 million her,
Amendment porters of lhe libel suit maintain.
they claimed they lost in profit folWas Oprah OUl lo take down the
lowing the airing of that show.
beef industry? Does she hate beef!
The cattlemen claim that Oprah
We seriously doubt iL
violated a law that prohibits individuals from knowIf anything, she was concerned that the meat she and
ingly spreading false information about bee[
millions of Americans buy for 49 cents at McDonald's
However, Oprah's concerns arc anything but fiction- won't cause hcr to go brain dead.
al.
The cattle industry's excessh'I.' backlash is a sign of
During the show. guests debated the possibility of a the growing and abush-e power of money interests in
mad cow disease outbreak in US. beef, like the one that
this country who wish lo determine the extent of our
lead to 23 bu.man deaths and the slaughter of 4.7 mil- civil liberties through their multi-million dollar law
lion cows in England.
suits.
A former cattle rancher on the show testified that at
By denying Oprah the right to speak. clearly about her
least 100,000 cows die each year for unknown causes. cooccms, they are attempting to obstruct information
These callle along with the estimated 14 percent li\-'C about something that may cause great harm to citizens.
stock unfit for human cooswnption, are fed to beef cows
We must remember, without Upton Sinclair's gutand other animals as feeder.
wrenching expose on the horrors of the beef industry
OJ11cials from the Agriculture Department and the in the early 1900s where would we be today? Without
beef industry agreed that this is true, yet maintained FDA or USDA inspections and beef WOISc than Engthat none of those l 00,000 cows ba\'e mad cow disea-;c.
land's.

Oprah was well
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OUR MISSION
As one of the oldest student i~tu.tions at Howard Unh"ersity, The Hilltop Sffli
.
embody the Umvers1ty's motto oflruth and ServiceSmee 1924, _The Hilllop bas served as the watcbd~ of the University, facilitatinz
access to information and stimulati_ng critical lliougbt and intelledual deba!t
Throygh. our news con~rage and lead opinion-making, we hope to set a standazl
co0 egiate ne wspapers and journalism. \Ve cbamp10n the student ,·oice wita
0 ml'el'Sities across th~ nation and around the world.
As
a
me
d
~-=
of lb~ Black _p_~ it ~ our duty to seek out news that affects
li,-es an ~~cal bemg of African Americans so that we may d etermine our cca
Without knowledge of oursel,--es, w-e are like a tree without roots.
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~istas Must Realize
The Better Gender
:Dill are more important that

us. )O'J arc reading correct·:1>is not a misprint nor is it a
,,mpatbetic statement. It is
the truth. Women have one
~"tcrist ic that makes the m
•<j<-cial than all men. They can
±Jldren.
.,u1e a woman can bear a
~ has the

ability to change

11Jld.
Mt with

this power. women
,prune responsibilit} for the
'(l(Titnt of humanity. Due to
;'firual connect ion established
111oman carries her child in
..mb, a child's growth and
.:rrot becomes an extension
.IIYJlher's.
ky011er granted to the woman
~ occurrence gives woma n
t) 10 uplift humanity simrough he r virtu e I Thu s,
'Ill lu1e a key role to play in
ftm<nt of our peo ple.
!!IIUDltely, this is hard for sis!t.tl1zc bcc:mse they are stigtd~i!h self-hatred , inferi ori~le.\es and sexually deviant
IJ.

~\\~ern world has produced

"111lman who has reduced
i:i.:ofself-worth to a materir.tl. Sistas use material gain
qtns:ite for their lack of self!1.Hence, their onl y se nse of
·comes through their scxual·,h actually becomes inef11hen their male counter~·t re\pond.

-

This is the ever-plaguing chickenhead syndrome.
However, it does not have to be
thi s way. For those who aren't
aware, natu ral women of color are
the most beautiful in the world.
The proof lies in the fact that every
other woman wants to look. sound
and move like you .
Then why don' t you want to be
like yourselves? Yes, sistas arc
phys ically beautiful, however. you
also possess a spiritual essence that
w hen c ultivated, outshines every
rem nant o f materia l beauty you
could ever attain.
Be lieve it or no t. brothas d o
ackn owledge this an d will naturally step up and protect true womanhood when it is recogni zed.
Assuredly, brothas can recognize
genuine women, for many young
men, such as myself, were raised by
Black women o f character. Men, it
is our responsibility to love, protect.
,llld cherish our women.
We must never lose faith in them.
But sistas, reali ze th at love is just.
In other words, don't expect to get
props for being a chickcnhcad, for
a queen cannot bear her title in
vai n. Cease to be superficial and
man ifest the true you. But first you
m ust learn to love yourself before
anyone c l,;c can love you. Toke it
from a brotha who cares.

The writer is a j unior e/ecrro11ic
studio art maj or.
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I Want To Be Fat
Why do I attend college?
I go to college to get a good job
so that I can support myself. and plll
food on the table. One day I started to think that if I eat enough food
to become dangerously overweight
I can sue the food service industry.
I've got it. l want to be fat !
To everyone who thinks my plot
will not work, get a life. Beller yet,
get a burger and bring it to me.
S mokers won millions of dollars
last year because they are dumb
enough to smoke. Cigarcues have
labels warning ; ou abo ut the danger of smoking. People still smoke
and if you were lucky enough to get
ca ncer, yo u got paid. Smokers
proved no matter how irresponsible
you arc. it's really not your fault .
People don't reali ze how the food

industry is trying 10 make people
fat. You can go to Kentucky Fried
Chicken and get three wings and a
medium drink for $ 1.99. Whether
you're feeding two people or the
size of two people, you can get a
meal for less than Ii ve bucks (before
tax).
Years ago, my uncles used to
throw wild frat parties where everyone would get drunk and pass out.
During the parties, there would be
chug contest. Who can down an
eight ounce Budwicscr the fastest.
Today's alcoholic lau ghs at an
eight ounce can of beer. Beer comes
in 20 and 40 ounces no\v. People did
not get drunk as fast back in the day
because it was annoying to open so
many beers to get blasted. Now not
only docs beer come in extra large

sizes; but all drinks come in extra
large.
Little Caesar's sells pizza in pairs.
Why do l want two pizzas? Little
Caesar's gives me two pizzas intentionally to make me fat. Do you
know how much money they could
save by only serving one pizza?
At McDonald's, you can buy a
meal for three bucks and make it
bigger for 39 cents. Correction. The
only th ing that is bigger in a "super
sized" meal is the box your French
fries come in and the drink. It's
still the same number of fries. In
any event, McDonald's is trying to
make me fat.
Everyday this world gets more
ridiculous. I never paid attention to
how ridiculous this planet is until I
heard about a woman suing

McDonald's for selling hot coffee.
The woman was drinking the coffee while driving and she spilled it
on herself and scalded her leg. She
ended up settling out of court for an
obscene amount of money.
What is the difference between
her blami ng McDonald's and me
suing the food service industry?
Well children, today's lesson is
simple. No matter what condition
your in, it's not your fault. Moreover, you can even sue the person
whose fault it is.
It's OK to be ridicu lous as long as
you can get paid for it.

The writer is a senior chemistry
major.

E RIK WILSON

The Howard Facility
In my four year tenure here I
have found Howard to be far less
than a University. I have been subj ected to abuse, misguidance and
mistreatment. I have found that in
many cases instructors and administrators either have failed to uphold
the U niversity Mission Statement
or may simply have refused to read
it. We have become the direct result
of mismanagement.
I feel that it is time for me to
depart from this once great institution. Unlike many of the instructors here. I know when it is time to
go; my party is over! I am out of
food and beverages, people have
taken the balloons down, removed
the floral arrangements from off
the tabl es. and the jazz band is
packing their equipment into their
R yder truck.
The problems of HU can all be
summed up in two words ...
Bureaucratic Mismanagement! I
mentioned earlier in this article that
Howard is far from a university.
I say this becau se of the educational structure here. It is a facility,
thus I have given it the name the
Howard Facility because most of
the administrators and many of faculty act as facilitators.
Think about it! How many administrators (those in the administration
building and academic deans of
schools and Colleges) regularly
interact with students? I understand

that they have work to do, but what
about the students?
Many of us have jobs, families,
and other responsibilities as well as
course work, but we still seem to
find time to interact with our other
colleagues. Most importantly, we
sti ll find time to try to see administrators in their offices during the
day even though many of them are
rare Iy present.
Let's discuss the formal functions
where major contributors are present and students arc encouraged to
attend. I challenge the students at
Howard to look at the big picture!
At the close of these functions, did
the administrators you sat with at
the table still remember your name?
I challenge students at Howard to
confront these administrators at
these formal functions.
Question them in front of these
major contributors and make them
address your problems and concerns. They are faci litators--they
facilitate money received, they
facilitate office space and they
faci litate titles.
This same type of atti tude has
been passed down to the faculty and
staff. Indeed I have had a few outstanding professors who intellectuall y stim ul ated me. They were
interested in my success. They were
not just facilitators, but motivators
and innovators. One of my fondest
instructors summed it up very well

when she said "In the past Howard and if they do not know where to
University was the spokesperson find it, then they have no purpose
for all of Black America."
here. Many of them have no sole
I thought about that and the cur- obj ective to prepare students to
rent mollo of Howard is "Leader- become leaders for America. These
ship for America!''
are the same individuals who are
Who are we leading, what are we deficient in keeping posted office
leading and where are we leading hours, unavailable prior 10 class
whatever we are supposed to be and sometimes even after.
leading?
Facilitators .... they facilitate
M any professors faci litate their offices, classrooms and titl es/posiclasses and test students on infor- tions. I realize that the abuse which
mation that came from a text book. I have been subjected to, I do not
What type of intellectual stimula- have to accept. Many of you may
tion is that? There is no room for think that you do not have any probphi losophical or intellectual lems, but you are only fooling yourthought there. Now you see where selves.
our leaders are -- they are in the
Think of registration when we all
past. Howard is trying to Jive off arc mistreated, misguided and
these past leaders instead of addressed as if we are not human
birthing new ones.
bei ngs. Or how about August and
T he late Lorra ine Anderson December, January and May.
Williams. former vice-president of
It is always the beginning and the
Academic Affai rs ( 1974) said end of the semesters when we are
"Struggle is a lifelong process and abused and after it is all over, we are
we all are participants in it. ..we so content with finally being able to
have a collective obligation to those attend class, that we forget all about
behind us, no one is exempt!" Many the abuses of registration. It is the
people inside of these iron gates do unprofessional attitudes and the
not know what struggle is. They are unorganization... bureaucratic misa part of the class of faci litators who management!
as I said before facilitate change.
Finally, I challenge the students of
The writer is a graduate studem in
Howard to ask their administrators
and instructors "What is the Uni- the School of Education.
versity Mission Statement?"
If they do not know, then they
have obviously failed to uphold it,
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CALENDAR

(Except Dentistry~ Law~ and Medicine)
Date Policy: Deadlines are listed according to the calendar date on which they rail. IC a deadline occurs on a wcekt
or legal holiday, the deadline must be met by close of' business the next business day.

p

January 3. 1998, Saturday

R es ide n c e Halls open £or check-in of" new residents

January 4 , Sunday

• R es iden c e Hal I s ope n f'or check-in o t continuing students
yI
• Brunc h and Welcoming and Pinning C eremony
•
• G eneral Orientation Cor first-time-in - college (FTIC) and new under rill
g raduate tran s f"cr students (Sec Orientation Scl1cdule)

January 5 . Monday

PLACEMENT EXAM.INATIONS f"or first-time-in-college (FTIC) , }
n e w undergraduate transf'er students
,

January 6 , Tues day

REGISTRATION f'or new students and former students returning(~~

January 6 , Tuesday to
January 14. W e dnes day

C on s ortium R eg i s tration

t

ea1
ge

Sc

•
.

January 7 . Wednesday to
January 14. Wednesday

)I

LATE REGISTRATION and CHANGE OF PROGRAM PERIOOJr
(Add or drop a c ours e '\.vithout a grade 0£ «w. •• change £rom one scctioln
to another. chan g e f"ron-. credit to audit or audit to credit)
mi
ie

ec

January 8, Thurs day

FORMAL CLASSES BEGIN

January l O. Saturday

Graduate E xpos it o ry Writing E xamination Cor students 1n the Gradua~h"~
Sc h o ol of Arts and Sciences
ff,

January 14, Wednesday

D e adline for I 00% rcf'und •o f' tuition/ f'ces

he

he
ai

COURSE VVITHDRAWAL FEE EFFECTIVE

\n

January 19. Monday

MARTIN LUTHER KING~ JR.~s BIRTHDAY OBSERVED l .,EGAl... HOLIDAY

m,

January 2 3. Friday

D e adline Co r rec eipt of Dccernber 1997 Graduation Recommendations
Offic e of' the Secretary o-f the Univers ity - 5 :OOPM

February 15. Sunday

• J>riority d e adline for receipt o-f Free Application f'or Federal Student
Ai<l (FAFSA) data £or Fall 1998
• Deadline f'o r receipt of' Federal Stafford and Federal PLUS loan
appli c ation s for Fall 1998

February 16, Monday

PRESIDENTS• DAY OBSERVED - LEGAL HOLIDAY

February 16. Monday

D e adlin e to r 5 0 %

February 27, Friday

c · 11 ,..~ RTER DAY CONVOCATION Cramton Auditoriu1n 11 :OOAM

January 15 . Thurs day

T

refund of tuition/ t e es
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Date Policy: Deadlines are listed according to the calendar date on which they rall. 1.- a deadline occurs on a weektl
or legal holiday, the deadline must be met by close of" business the next business day.

January 3 . 1998, Saturday

R es idenc e Hall s ope n f'or c heck- in of new res idents

January 4 , Sunday

• R es id e n c e Halls op e n for chec k - in or c ontinuing students
• Hrunch and Wclcon-iing and Pinning C eremony
.
• (icncral Orientation for first - tin,c- in-collegc (FTIC) and ne'\.v under
g raduate transf'cr s tudents (Sec Orientation Schedule)

January 5. Monday

PLACEMENT EXAMINATIONS for first - time-in- college (FTIC) a•
n e w unde rgraduate tran s fer stude nts

January 6. Tues day

REGISTRATION f'or new students and f'ormcr students returning (F

January 6. Tuesday to
January 14, Wednesday

Co n sortiun, R e gi s tration

January 7, Wednesday to
January 14. Wednes day

l ... ATE REGISTRATI<>N a1'ld CHANGE OF PROGRAl\11 PERIOD
(Add or drop a c ourse without a grade or •·w:· change iron'l one sccti
to ano ther. c hange from c redit to audit or a"l-1dit to credit)

January 8 . Thurs day

FORMAL CLASSES BEGIN

January IO. Saturday

Crraduatc E xpository Writing Examination f"or s tudent..-; 1n the Graduate
Sch oo l o f Arts and S c iences
·

'

January 14. Wednesday

Deadline f'or I 00% rcf'und of tuition/ f'ccs

January 15. Thurs day

C<>URSE WITHDRAWAL FEE EFFECTIVE

January 19. Monday

MAR'rIN LU"l'HER KING~ JR.~s BIRTHDAY OBSERVED LEGAL HOLIDAY

January 23, Friday

Deadline Cor receipt or December 1997 Graduation Recommendation~
OtTi ce of'the Secretary oft.he University - 5:00PM

February 15, Sunday

• Priority deadline f"or receipt of' Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA) data tor Fall 1998
• Deadline for receipt of'Fcdcral St.afford and Federal PLUS loan
applications £or Fall 1998

February 16. Monday

J>RESIDENTS~ DAY OBSERVED - LEGAL HOLIDAY

February 16, Monday

D ea dline for 50% refund of tuition/ ices

February 27. Friday

C HARTER DAY CONVOCATION Cramton Auditorium 11 : OOAM
( C.~ la sscs su s pended l O:OOAM - l : OOPM)
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HELP-WANTED:
Black-owned Temp Agencies
1ovide A Solution To Unemployment
1\TIIER SAVACE

Sraff Writer
new year is in full swing and siLung home wondering how those
\ hills will get paid wiU not work for
• h'I time to get that resume togeth~ ~arch for the perfect job. But
·mg to find the right temporary
, can become cumbersome.
ogencics arc giving new meaning
'-l}ing ' keep it in the fami ly" for
.\mericans
'!flf search to become gainfully
~ job seeker~ may seek compadusCJpital Commitment, Carroll
logics and AII-U-Nced -- three of
.J) Black-owned temp agencies in
-lungton metropolitan area.
,ig a Black-owned temp agency
,u;lheopportunity to reach out into
~.munity and employ minorities,"
'.rol Dob~on. representative of The
1Temps.
l.'ll\\Cr 11:mps opened 13 years ago
o an ongoing contract with Prince

munity with jobs.
"Any organization that is Black is a positive one," Watson said. "We as Black people have a lot to offer and are capable of
doing a diversity of things ... the more
exposed we arc the better it is fo~ us."
The name "Superb" stands for more than
just great jobs and income for employees.
Winston said it is an acronym for "Satisfied Customers-Ultimate in Quality-Professionalism-Excellent Service-Reduced
Rate;s-Best Placements."
Some of Supcrb's biggest job placements
are in AT&T, Lucent Tuchnologies and
PEPCO.
Watson said she knows what it takes to
succeed against the odds.
Starling off without a job or money, she
took her entrepreneurial drive to opening
and operating her own firm. A firm that
has personalized automated services, a
30-minute or less response time to all job
orders and fully insured employees.
It i~ said that the best method of advertising is word of mouth. Whether it be their
efficiency in job placement or success in
preparing employees, the word on these
Black-owned temp agencies is spreading
rapidly.
Vanessa Ali, owner of AII-U-Need temp
agency, said one word is all it took for her
company.
"We've placed one ad since we started
and everything after that has been word of
mouth, Ah said.
AII-U-Necd is a Christian-owned temp
agency that has strong biblical principles,
Ali said. The name is derived from the
concept that "God is all you need,"
Although these companies arc Blackowned, they do not offer job placement
exclusively in Black companies or markets.
They arc all internationally-based and
believe in the importance of finding the
most suitable job for each individual,
regardless of race or ethnicity.
All of these agencies also stem from the
same principles when it comes to the techniques of finding the perfect job -- having
a clear concise resume. dressing for the
part (business attire), being prepared for an
interview and having a professional attitude.

Photo Belinda Vickerson
11Watson president of
rb Temps 1nc., says h er
fqbrlngs jobs to the Black
":Jnlty.

Patricia Carroll
Computer Tumporaries and
Carroll Tuchnologies

1300 L St., N. W., Suite 954-P
1Coonty and D.C. Public Schools.
13id The Answer Temps inter>:11125 potential employees a day
"'lllllllately 90 percent of them get-

)

ll'ilson, owner of Legal Personllld she started her temp agency
·. ~ilh hopes that it would be a
11toneestablishment for African
:J!ls into the market." her daughter
'lliOll said.
;ii slid the 19-ycar-old business
astepping stone for her mother.
ci~ in the need for job placement
"owned by African Americans.
Pmonnel was originally estabu firm that specialized in legal
·b; (court representati ves, attor~derks, etc.). With the compa,ms O\'Cr the years, it has broadk specialization to range from
. t'U.tutives to factory workers.
( ;o offer jobs nationwide for the
!army,
C.'llllllunications holds interviews
-ll)~ and Thursdays between the
1-5p.m.
~Boykin of Capital Commitment
1"r.portant to train and place pco~.

Zillnpagencies just train people ."
llid. 'But we are very proud of our
of job training as well as placc-

J Commitment has a six-month
,~nod, which costs about $3.000
I

must make sure they arc
rtheworld of work," Boykin said.
IO make sure they are ready for
•\Olk environment has to offer,"
;- Watson, president of Superb
..:.,means business when it comes
,'i'ing the African-American com1Ctkc1,

Washington, D.C. 2000~
(202) 842-3001

Vane~a Ali
AU-U-Need Tomp
Services Inc.
1400 Eye St., N. W. #520
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 408-7697
Lillian Wilson
Legal Personnel Inc.
3905 Georgia and
Randolph St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
(202) 829-5053
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Once Ostracize
By JANINE A. H ARPER
FreeStyle Editor

nce exclusively a symbol of a rebellious
stance to society, locks
have been becoming more
mainstream wiih actors sporting them on television to hawk
everything
from
Egg
McMuffins to Coca Cola.
Locks have been a symbol
to one's consciousness as
worn by members of the
Philadelphia-based organization M.O.V.E. and death-row
journalist Mumia Abu-Jamal.
They're cropping up everywhere heads are. Wearers
shun the term dread and prefer to refer to their hair as
"African or Nubian locks" or
just "locks." Dreadful was the
way that European Americans wou ld refer to the
Africans long, matted hair.
Locks were first worn in America as a result of the Middle Passage.
Stolen Africans emerged from the slave ships with their hair in
knotty coils. Europeans were frightened by the transformation
according to "400 Years Without a Comb." a book by William Morrow.
''The change in the name is uplifting," said Nekhena Evans auihor
of "Everything You Want To Know About Hair Locking.;
"We are reclaiming our culture and taking a stand. The whole
thing about calling our appearance dreaded is Lhe same thing as
saying bad hair or being Black and ugly,"
Her book lists some of the major myths that are held abou t locks.
O~e belief is that they can only be worn by people from the
Caribbean or Rastafarians. Rastafarians wear their hair in locks
in adherence to scriptures Numbers 6:5 which states: All the days
of the vow of his (or her) separate shall no razor come upon his
head ... and shall {er the locks of his (or her) head grow.
While Rastafarians have incr~aseo the awareness of the style to
African Americans, the style 1s rooted in the collective African
heritage. Pictures of the Masaai tribe of'Thnzania and Kemetic people (Egyptians) depict styling their hair into locks.
Another myth is that locks are unclean.
"People hold in their head every image of every burn they have
ever seen, and relate that to locks," Evans said.
Depending on one's length and hair texture, locks take anywhere
from six months to a year to cultivate. Though locks are increasing in popularit> -- sprouting up on TV shows and celebrities like
Cassandra Wilson, Busta Rhymes and Malcolm Jamal-Warner ..
its wearers maintain it is not a fad because of the commitment to
grow them.
Dera Tompkins, a D.C.-based music promoter, has worn locks
for 18 years.
She remembers being made fun of in public when she first locked
her hair. She used to be a target of harassment; police officers and
customs agents assumed she carried marijuana. But in the last five
to seven years, people have been more accepting of her locks.
"Probably the best thing that's happened is that young sisters and
brothers come up to me and admire my hair," Tompkins said. ''This
saying that the cycle has reversed and we're moving away from cultural imperialism."
Technology in hair styling has given options for individuals who
may not have the patience to wait for their own tresses to grow.
For around $100, individuals can have locks without commitment.
Locks can be formed in four ways:
■ Palm rolling -- separating hair and rolling it in between palms.
■ Double twists -- dividing hair and twisting it into two strands
and leaving it.
■ Braiding-· dividing hair. braiding three pieces and leaving it.
■ Free flowing -- allowing hair to grow as it will.
"Growing locks is a character-building self-affirming step,"
Evans said. "Because of the way it will put you in direct confrontation with status quo."
As an African-American artist, Shannon Coleman said she feels

O

~re Now Ce lebrated
herself directly at odds with society.
She describes her art as representing
her consciousness of her culture.
"It has to do with not forgetting the
community," said Coleman, a senior
experimenta.1 studio major.
This consciousness began to be
reflected in Coleman's appearance in
her transition to locks by cutting her
relaxed hair and wearing it natural.
She sought the services of a professional to have her hair twisted into
baby locks this summer.
Coleman said her locks, which now
reach her ears, are an expression of
her pride. Pride of her heritage and
the struggles of her ancestors.
"It was like a warrior thing," Coleman said. "You have to face a lot of
truth about your culture and your
people and you can't back down."

Photos by Aida Mangstu
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Allene Graves
The Answer Tomps
1660 L St., N.W.,#311
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 835-0190
Shirley Watson
Superb Tumps Inc.
3001 Georgia Ave., N.W.
#300
Washington, D.C. 20001
(202) 722-8484
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Ernest Boykin
Capital Commitm~

1350 Potomac Ave., &El
Washington, D.C.
(202) 546-9696

"Grow your d~
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Things To Do Around The District
aryland,Virginia
Perfonnances

across the country. This exhibits marks the reopening of the
museum. The museum is located at 190 l Fort Pl., S.E.

Howard University's Cramton Auditorium presents the offBroadway "Having Our Say: The Delany Sisters' First I00
Years." Running Saturday, Jan. 31 at 8 p.m. and Sunday, Feb.
l at 4 p.m. Student discount tickets are $20.00. For more
information, call (202) 806-7199 or (202) 432-SEAT Cramton Auditorium is located at 2455 Sixth St., N. W.

The National Building Museum exhibits "Planning Washington's Monumental Core: L'Enfant to Legacy" through June
and "Civic Lessons: Recent New York Public Architecture"
through May. For more information, call (202)272-3603.
The museum is located at 401 F St., N.W

Celebrating its 20th anniversary season, The Studio Theatre
is featuring Pulitzer Prize winner August Wilson's follow-up
to "Two Trains Running," the acclaimed "Seven Guitars"
through Feb. 8. For ticket and show time information, call
(202) 332-3300. The Studio Theatre is located at 1333 P St.,
N.W.

"Ansel Adams, A Legacy," opens Friday Jan. 23 at the
National Museum of American Art. This exhibit focuses on
one of the best known American landscape photographers
exhibiting 115 prints. The exhibit runs through March 29. For
more information, call (202) 357-2627. Admission is free. The
museum is located at Eighth and G streets, N. W.

The Kennedy Center offers free performances daily on its Millennium Stage at 6 p.m. No tickets are required. For a list of
updated performances, call (202) 467-4600. The Kennedy
Center is located at 2600 F St., N.W.

The Corcoran Gallery of Art exhibits "Gene Young: Photographs" through Feb. 2 . The D.C. native's photography is
influenced by African and African-American culture. For
more information, call (202) 639-1700. The Corcoran rs
located at 17th Street and New York avenues, N.W.

"The Color of Justice" runs at the Kennedy Center's Theater
Lab through Sunday. Theatreworks/USA performs a complex
drama for the family on the subject of Thurgood Marshall's
struggle against school segregation. The play runs Friday, Jan.
23 at 7 p.m .. Saturday Jan. 24 at I and 3 p.m. and Sunday Jan.
25 at I p.m. For more information, call (202) 833-9800. The
Kennedy Center is located at 2600 F St., N.W.

"Arts of the Amazon: Ritual Feather Art of Brazil " is at
National Geographic's Explorers Hall through Feb. 8. For
more information, call (202) 857-7588. Admission is free. The
exhibit is located at 17th and M streets. N. W., at the National Geographic headquarters.

The Delany Sisters·
First 100 Years

'
•

;

•

•.
Adopted from a photo by Br;r

"Having Our Say" will be performed at Cramton Auditorium,
31 and Feb. 1. Student seats are $10.

Book Signings
Caleen Sinnette Jennings' "Playing Juliet, Casting Othello,"
a co-production of the Folger Shakespeare Library and
Source Theatre Company runs through Feb. l. at the Folger
Elizabethan Theatre. For more information, call (202) 5447077. The Theatre is located at 201 East Capitol St., S.E.

Michael Eric Dyson, author of "Race Rules," will sign books
Saturday Jan. 24 at the Largo-Kettering Library (sponsored
by Vertigo Books) at4 p.m. located at 9601 Capital Lane. Tina
McElroy Ansa, author of"The Hand I Fan With," will be featured at Vertigo Books Wednesday. Jan. 28 at 6 p.m. Howard

Photo by The SIi.do

The Studio Theater presents August Wilson's "Seven GuilM
Photo by Sharon R1sedorph Photography

The Anacostia Museum and Center for African American History and Culture In Southeast D.C. has an exhibit on display featuring quilts
made by African-American men called "Man Made."

"Dreamgirls" is playing at the Kennedy Center's Opera
House. The tune-filled tale of a 1960s girl group clawing their
way to the top features six Howard University alumnae. The
musical runs through February. For more information, call
(202) 467-4600. The Kennedy Center is located at 2600 F St.,
N.W.

alumna, Toni Morrison will greet listeners and distribute presigned bookplates at the Metropolitan A.M.E. Church, located at 1518 M. St., N.W., on Thursday, Jan. 29 at 7 p.m. Admission for this event is $5.00. For more information, call Vertigo
Books at (202) 429-9272. Vertigo Books is located at 1337
Connecticut Ave., N. W.

Exhibits

Concerts

The American History Museum is running a photography
exhibit, "We Shall Overcome" through Feb. 8. Works by Matt
Herron and Gordon Parks are featured as well as dramatic
staged reenactments of the 1960s. For 1nore information, call
(202) 357-2627. Admission is free. The museum is located
at 14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W.

Jazz at the Kennedy Center brings vocalist, Etta Jones Monday Jan. 26 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets ate $15.00. On Thursday,
Jan. 30, pianist Tommy Flanagan performs at 7:30. Tickets
are $27.00. For more information, call (202) 467-4600. The
Kennedy Center is located at 2600 F St., N.W.

"Sports in Art," an exhibit coinciding with the opening of the
MCI Center, runs through March 5. Celebrating sports as envisioned by a variety of painters, sculptors and photographers,
the works exhibited include those by artists Paul Cadmus,
Harold Edgerton, William H. Johnson and Man Ray. The
exhibit is located at the National Museum of American Art.
For more information, call (202) 357-2627. Admission is free.
The museum is located at Eighth and G Streets, N.W.
"With These Hands: African Men and the Quilting Tradition"
runs through March at the Anacostia Museum. Twenty-five
quilts are on display made by African-Ainerican men from

-

--------

Harold Melvin's Bluenotes.will perform tonight and Sat. Jan.
24 at Blues Alley at 8 and 10 p.m. For more information, call
(202) 337-4141. Blues Alley is located at Wisconsin Ave.,
N.W., below M Street in Georgetown.
Maze featuring Frankie Beverly and The O'Jays perform a
"Valentine Weekend Spectacular" on Friday, Feb. 13 and Saturday, Feb. 14 at Constitution Hall. Friday tickets are$46; Saturday tickets are $51. Tickets go on sale today at all TICKETMASTER outlets. Call (202) 432-SEAT. Constitution Hall
is located at 1776 D St., N.W.
Michael Eric Dyson, author of Race Rules, signs books t ~
at ~he Largo-Kettering Library, spnsored by Vertigo Books.
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Wrappin'Heads by Fatima
Early Bird Special!

$30
Relaxer/Retouch with roller set

The National Bestseller is Now
America's Best-Loved Play!

"The Delany sisters' memoir is
delightful, funny, touching and powerful.
It's a winner."
-Stewart Klein, Fox TV

Howard University Cramton Auditorium
245S 6th Street, N. W.

Begins Thursday, January 22, 1998
6am-8am (Tues - Fri)
First Time Clients Only
Appointment Necessary
Shampoo, Wrap & Curl ... $25.00
Hair Cuts ... $10.00 & up
Hair Color ... $15.00 & up
Straw 1\vist ... Prices Vary
Professional Natural Hair Stylist
Professional Weaves/Braids ...
Press and Curl ... $35.00
Braid Removal Services ... Prices vary
Press & Curl ... $35.00
Pedicure & Manicure ... $25.00
Full Set .. $25.00
Fill-ins ... $15.00 Designs included
Open early and late 6 days per week for your convenience. We use the
highest quality products: Nexus & Paul Mitchell, Motions, Mizani.
We accept ATM and all major credit cards.
Convenient location across from Howard University
Certified Hair Colorist

Sat. Jan.31at 8 pm
Sun. Feb 1 at 4 pm
Tickets: $20 general; $10 students
(202) 806-7199 or
Phone Charge (202) 432-SEAT

2632 Georgia Avenue NW
Washington, D.C.
(202) 986-3767

HA .~lDl5-0lV COMPlJTER TRAINING
tntrooucing

STERLING
The Online Librar~· Catalog
of the
llO\V1\Rl> llNl\'ERSITY LIBRARTF.S

"Searching the Internet:
A Basic Approach"
ff~yoi1

l1ave little 01· ,10 Internet experie11c·e,
tl1is class is for yoztl !

Learn hol\· to ...
,..

,

r
",,
1

,

Create a research strategy.
Search by author, tttlc, subject, and kcy,l'Ord.
Search for pcri!•dical titles in Sterling.
Search for course rescr\'c readings. .
Connect to Sterling from your hon1c or office.

Choose 011c oftlteft111r l-frour ~t-:i·.\itJ11.,:
ti(

A 90 111 inutes session is offered eacl1 Tht1rsday
12:30 p111 to 2:00 pm
January 22 tl1rough April 23, 1998.
Founders Library - Room 116
Digital L~aming Classroom

1U:OU a.m. t,t 2:00 p.n1.
OD

Tuesd:iy ,,, \Vcllnc~day, January 27 or 28, 1998

Spqu ii limited. S,.~11 11p 111 Jiu· R~frr,•nce lJ,•.1J,., rl1t Fo,mdtN Library or call (201J8(J(>.7]5!.
SpolllOl't't.l b) : lhe t 011 ndtr" Lihr.arJ, Rtrcrcncc nriurtm<:nt, Jlc,ward t Inn rr~ity.

***

Sign up tor one of these free, hands-on sessions
at the Reference Desk, Founders Library,
or call (202) 806~ 7252.

r.imited to the Ho,vard University Co1n1nunity
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SPORTS
Bison
Romdup
Wrestling
Jan. 24
F&MDuals
Lancaster, Pa._.
All day
Jan. 27
Howard University vs.
American University
Away,
7:30 p.m.

Women's
Basketball
Jan. 24 .
Howard University vs.
North Carolina A&T
State University
Greensboro, N.C.
6p.m.
Jan. 26
Howard University vs.
South Carolina State
University
Away
5:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball
Jan. 24
Howard University vs.
North Carolina A&T
State University
Greensboro, N.C.
8p.m.
Jan. 26
Howard University vs.
South Carolina State
University
Away
8p.m.

Swimming
Jan. 23
Howard University vs.
Georgetown University
Away
6p.m.

NFL
Jan. 25
Super Bowl
Denver Broncos vs.
Green Bay Packers
7 p.m.
Jan. 25
Demise of Budweiser
Frogs Louie vs. The
Frogs Louie is rumored
to be trying to pull off
the biggest trick in
Super Bowl historyLouie is going to try to
make the frog disappear.

Bison Men Fall To
Mo~gan State
By MARCUS MATIHEWS

because of Singletary, who scored
12 of his 22 points in the first half
Hilltop Staff Writer
to cut the deficit to 12.
"We just.couldn't get things going
Logic says anytime a team has early and by the time we did, it wiis
four players that score in double figtoo late," Singletary said.
ures it should be in the winning
The jammed packed Burr Gymlocker room, especially if that team nasium crowd began to lose hope,
is playing at home.
but the Bison started to do someHowever, logic also dictates if a thing about it.
team only plays one-half of basThe Bison turned the tables on the
ketball they
Bears and
are going to
held them
come up on
scoreless for
the short end
the first four
most of the
minutes of
time. Don't tell
the second
Howard this
half as the
because they
team went
found out the
on a 14-1
hard way by
run to cut the
falling to Morlead to one.
gan State, 84Gu a r d
76, for the
Tremaine
fourth time in
Byrd's threefive games.
pointer held
"I
really
Howard off
don't have an
...,..._
lltijllµ;:l.J
and allowed
a n s wc r, "
the Bears to
Howard head
extend their
coach Mike
lead
to
McLeese said.
~H seve n.
11
I just don't
H o w a rd
under s tand
came back
how we could
and Melvin
come out and
Watson's ( 16
play one-half
Photo by Belinda Vickerson points.
8
of basketball at HU men's basketball team loses to Mor- rebounds)
gan State Bears 84-76.
.
home."
Jumper cut
The Bison (4-10, 3-4 MEAC) the lead to one again with just
struggled early from the field tak- under 12 minutes to play. Howeving over four minutes to hit their er, the Bears' player Sparks took
first field goal, which was a three- con trol of the game once again and
pointer by sophomore forward
helped Morgan State extend their
Xavier Singletary. Then, Morgan lead to 10.
State (4-11, 4-3 MEAC) went on a
Howard did not stop fighting
22-4 run to open up a 20-point lead
back.
with just over seven minutes left in
Guard Fred Smith ( 15 points, 6
the first half.
rebounds) and forward Jermaine
"You can't spot a team like Morgan Holiway (I 5 points. 6 rebounds)
State 20 points and expect to come helped bring Howard to within a
back and win,• McLeese said. point.
The Bears' Rasheed Sparks, lead
However, Sparks flexed his offcnthe team during the run scoring on sive muscle again and held the
slashing Jay-ups and a monstrous Bison off with several jumpers.
dunk.
This sealed the game for the Bears.
Howard started to regain its com- Sparks finished with a game high
posure toward the end of the half of 27 points and eight rebounds.

=------

---u

Hilltop Staff Writer
Ending a face off against Morgan State, the Howard University
women's basketball team didn't
waste any time dealing with the
Lady Bears. Howard (8-5, 6-1
MEAC) had four players score in
double figures in route to a 82-38
romp over the Lady Bears (2-10,
1-4 MEAC). Similar to their play
in home games against Hampton,
Delaware State, and Coppin State,
the Lady Bison opened up a big
lead early on and never looked
back.
During a five minute stretch
early in the game, Howard went
on a 20-2 run to pull away for
good. The Lady Bears didn't help
their cause by shooting 23 percent
from the field for the game.
When Morgan State wasn't
missing shots from the outside,
they were turning the ball over,
which led to easy uncontested
baskets for Howard. The Lady
Bison forced the Lady Bears into
31 turnovers.
Senior forward Alisha Hill had
another strong ball game. She
scored a game high 17 points and
13 rebounds.
"I'm just glad that we got scoring from other areas. It just shows
that we are not a one person
team,• Hill said.
Senior center. Eriade Hunter
grabbed IO boards and scored I 5

Photo by Bennda Va.TV
HU women's basketball team defeats Morgan State Beais'101
points. The two players lead
Howard to a 51-32 rebounding
edge.
"We just came out and played
the way we are supposed to be
playing. We are really starting to
come together and click as a
team," Hunte r said.
Howard also got a big boost
from their freshman point guard,
Channell Washington.
She bas been playing sLrong for
the Lady Bison and contributed
12 points, three rebounds and four
assists. When Hill took a break
from the action, freshman forward
Mona Gail Baker picked up just
where Hill left off. M organ State
couldn't handl e Baker on the
inside as she used s pin moves and
drop steps in the paint to get I 0
points in just 15 minutes of playtime. Forward Tressan Dugan's

IO points and 11 reboor,: U
Morgan State.
cor
After a blowout loss to P.mu
A&M and inconsistent pl:?'loo
on in the season, Ho11i)ug
regrouped and has rcgainQ 1i
form. The Lady Bison <IOI , '
. w1'th toug!· re
Iy have a c h01ce
games against Norfolk Sta!:Pr<
versity, North CarolinaA&:the
U rti versi ty, and South Cton
State University comingc;ad·
After the road trip Ho11-r.coi
return home to take oo I'. pri
A&M in a game that could, It
heavily on the MEAC rcgu:
son title.
"We're just taking eac~ 1
one at a time, but I'll gu.a
that we will be ready v.mi
da A&M comes to town.'liJ
head coach San) a Tyler s..:

ports
ebber Arrested
NBA Washington Wizard player Chris \Vebber was arrested Tuesday morning and charged with as,
'juana possession, speeding, resisting arrest. driving under the influence of a controlled i.ubstance an.:
ithout a Ucense.
Webber allegedly refused to stop for the officer because the officer was drl\ mg an unmarked car 3:Jt
police uniform. The officer sprayed the Wizard's s•.arting forward with pepper spray after Webber rill
ct out of his vehicle and pushed the officer away.
Webber was released on his own recognizance and will appear in court on April 2.

enus Williams Beats Sister
Venus WilHams defeated her younger sister. Serena Williams. in the second round of the Australlll
his victory comes just one week after Venus defeated the No. I tennis player in the world - Mo.rtilll

Winning Streak Ends
For Howard Wrestlers
By D ERRICKS. EDWARDS

Hilltop Staff Writer
For most students Christmas
break means time to prop up their
feet and relax with family members
and friends after a tough semester.
However. Howard's wrestling team
returned to wrestle three meets
right after the break. The lime off
could be attributed to the team not
playing up to high expectations.
The grapplers placed low at the
Sunshine Open in Florida and Jost
two dual meets to Coppin State
College and James Madison University.
"We performed like we were on
Christmas Break." said coach Paul
Cotton. He said the team performed
"exceptionally sluggish."
At 134-pounds Alfonso Taylor
was the only Howard wrestler to
place in any meet. Cotton said the
team did not gel as much as it did
at the beginning of the season.
"You think on paper everything is
going to gel, and then the season
starts and you can see the chemistry
isn't where it's supposed to be,"
Cotton said.
Though Howard has faltered a bit
in the middle part of the season,
there is no reason to pull the fire
alarm on the team's progress.
"A lot of our problems come from
us having a different lineup than
usual," said Fred Ashley, 177pound junior. Ashley said that several players had to sit out due to registration problems. This- caused
younger grapplers to step up to different weight classes.
Still the older grapplers on lhe
team said it has strengthened the
freshman wrestlers.
''They (the freshman) took a few
lumps in the beginning of the year,"
Ashley said. "B ut they're bringing

it together now too, and adjusting
to the college style."
In fact, Ashley said he doesn't
believe Howard will have anymore
disappointing performances on the
season.
"In the next week or two we
should be back," Ashley said.
Still if the team both on the individual and team level is to perform
well at the Regionals, at the end of
the season, it will need its upperclassmen to guide the way for the
toug h road that is ahead.
'The best way we can show them
(the freshman) is to show them by
winning," Ashley said. "It's definitely on the upperclassmen to
make that commitment and lead
the team."
Cotton affirmed Ashley's claim
about leadershi p.
"I think guys like Alfonso Toylor,
Jason Guyton, and the rest of the
vets have to turn it up another
notch," Cotton said.
After this weekend's tournament
at East Strausdesburg, Pa., Howard
will go on to face a few tough competitors.
• American has a pretty tough
team this year, and so does UVA."
Ashley said. Howard will play in a
dual meet against the two teams ·
later this season.
Ashley said he will go against a
couple of nationally ranked opponents in his weight class.
Ashley and other team members
said they feel that the few setbacks
here will pay big dividends in the
end. The team said tough competition now will prepare them for East
Regional competitions in March.
"You can't see how far you've
come until you wrestle the best."
Ashley said.
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assing The Buck:
ice of Monday N ight Football On TV
that keeps getting more expensive
by the day.
£di1<1r
This means a portion of Michael
Jordan's $30 mi llion salary or
,ou ready for some foot . Stc\'e 'l'oung's $7.9 mi llion a year
Ready or not the NFL's is huilt Ill ew·r> can of Coke, every
ittting $17.6-billion deal
Big Mac, m1d every Toyota.
· )ou'II help pay for it.
Howc,cr. that is not the surprise.
~of supporting the megaThe surprise is cable TV subkils has always trickled
scribers arc paying more.
10 lhe consumer.
The rise of cable TV as a sports
11una1cly, the cost for th..:
medium has created a new varia'llr is going up. The fortion 10 the equation. T he big fees
1 higher consumer payout
arc found when paying for cable
1ikt this: At111etes demand
nct\\Orks like ESPN, T N'f. TBS
..ilar1es.
and Fo:-. sports network.
01111ers demand higher
As costs rise, the buck must be
m from league officials. passed to cable TV system ownigue~ collect money from
en;. The cable TV system owners
t1,ork!;. The networ~ pass
in turn pass the inflated costs on
b 10 advertisers, and the
to the cable TV subscriber.
In short, the richer Gus Ferroue
lltrs pass on advcrusing
and Chris Webber become, the
Ill consumer:, via product
more your monthly cable bill is
;tt, it's a ne\'er ending C)-clc
likely to rise.
lll\1IIA WHEATON

ATTN:
1998-99
Hilltop
Editor
And
Business Mgr.
Applications
Available in
Student
Activities
Office NOW.
Deadline:
~ p.m. 2/13/98
2.5 GPA
Minimum
I

"Unfortunately, the fees we pay
[to carry a sports cable network]
arc ultimately translated into our
subscribers' costs," said Drew
Schcckkr. senior vice-president
of Jones Communications.
His company provides cable service to Alexandria, Va .. Washington D.C., and Prince George's
County in Maryland.
"When all is said and done, it's
the subscriber who ·s going to pay
for all of this," Schcckler sairl.
Although consumers never see a
breakdown of the co~t of individual channels on their monthly
statements, networks like ESPN.
TNT and TBS are the mo~t expensive for a cable operator to provide.
Local companies estimate the
fees for sports channels to be close
to three times that of carrying
other cable networks such as Lifetime. A&E and AMC.

Riding The Wind Of A Tiger
By

KARtNTII A W HEATON

Sports Editor
. Rules are put in place for a reason.
That reason is so that grown men
can't sit around and whine about
them, causing governing bodies to
over turn them, and giving men an
unfair advantage over the rest of the
field.
Casey Martin would like the PGA
(Professional Golf Association) to
do just that.
Martin suffers from a birth defect
that makes it impossible for him to
walk the course of a PGA tournament. Marlin's doctors arc fairly
convinced that walking the course
day in and day out will endanger
Martin by causing his leg to be
amputated.
While we sympathize with Martin\ plight. what makes him any
different from other disabled athletes who have been unable 10 go
pro because of their disabilities?
A certain Tiger.
Martin is the former roommate
and teammate of the great Tiger
Woods. \Vhile Woods tries very
hard to tiptoe around the subject of
his fricnd·s disability. someone
must take a stand.
Woods said in a ~¾1shi11g1011 Post
article that. "If the only way Mar-

tin can compete is with a cart. who
arc we to say no? Will it give him
an unfair advantage? Probably so.''
Woods went even further in an
interview on ESPN's "Sportscenter" saying he has seen Martin walk
36 holes in a single day while they
were at Stanford.
Due to a court injunction Martin
was allowed to ride in the first
round of the Nike PGA Tournament last weekend.
The final results: Marlin won by
a single stroke. Of course Martin's
competitor had to walk 1he cmire
course in the rain.
If the judge is in the favor of Martin on Feb. 2. the implications on
the golfing sport could be devastating.
Who will stop the quarterback
with a weak arm from wanting to
compete with a ball that can be
thrown farther by a computer
enhanced program or chip?
Or, who will stop vertically challenged NBA players such as Spudd
Webb or Mogues Boghcs from
wearing shoes with lifts?
Part of the excitemem of watching
professional sports is watching athletes do things the average person
can't do, for whatever reason.
\Vhen Wilma Rudolph began to
run track she did not request the
I 00-meter dash be shortened

because it hurl her to run on her leg
that was stunted because polio.
Wilma ran and became a champion of the world surpassing her
shortcomings in an auempt to reach
a higher plane.
Is that not the true measure of an
athlete? Isn't that one of the reasons
we look at Michael Jordan in superhuman awe - because no mailer
what, he defies mortality? If Mike's
golf game was as good as his basketball game would he want to ride
in a cart because he had the flu
along with a high fever?
If Martin is as great as he pretends
to be then Martin should suck it up,
or put up his golf clubs.
How many people arc silting at
home with "game'' because of a disability? I'm sure there are a lot of
Proposition 48 players that are
doing just that.
Maybe they should start claiming
to be mentally challenged so that
Proposition 48 can be waived.
To give Martin a reprieve from
walking is simply unfair. If he can't
compete under the same rules and
regulations because of his disability maybe Martin should look into
competing on a tour where disabled
golfers are allowed to ride in carts.
Maybe the special Olympics will
consider starting a pro tour.
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where tt's headed-Turner Just might have a Job for you.
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Wh.o are we looklnCJ for, Six wildly creative entrepreneurial ~ypes
.

.

who want to start a career with

,-.

one of the world's coolest media orqanlzattons .

• Get this :
startlnq In July, recruits will rotate throuqh the major divisions of-Turner Entertainment
for ton months. You'll learn, do, create-and knock yourself o.ut In the trenches. End result- th~
best overview of the enlertalnment business on the planet. Think you can handle tt? Prove tt.
Send us your stuff by March 13th. Send to , T·2000, Human Resources , 1050 Tec hwood Drive,
Atlanta , GA 30 318, and for more details call the T·Z000 lnfollne a t 404.885.4880, or check the
Web at , http: //www.turner.com/TZOOO.

urner

tqual Oppo,Iunlly fmployet. Hon·smokers only .
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All HlLLTOPJCS are due, paid in
full, the Monday before publication. Announcemen1s by campus
organizations for meetings, seminars or non-profit events are free
for 10 words or less and $ I for
every additional five words. Campus announcements for profit are
charged as individuals. Individuals advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or
selling are charged $5 for the first
20 words and $1 for every additional five words.Local companies
are charged $10 for the first 20
words and $2 for every five words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
the first IO words and $1 for every
additiona l five words. Color Hill-

topics are an additional $2.
ANNOONCEMEN'l'S

Do you have atleo,t n 3,0 GPA
and J5 credit hl)ur•? Are you
lnterttted In o eo-educollonol,
lnterdJ,;clpllnary, honor truteml•
ty ? Then come and learn more
about Phi Slama Pl Nattonul
Honor Fratemlty, Inc. At Meet
Nlaht on Monday, Jan. 26, 1998
at 7:16 p.m. In UGL-L41,
UBIQCJ I Y Prc~ent, •· S.Jguzo Saba
Week"" 1/26-2/1 Event, held oightly @
6pm. Call Safi ya @ 865-9788 or Jaha Ile
@ 865-0050 for details.
Seeking Quakers at Howard lor friendship and worship. Please call Neal (202)
484-1121.
IP Voll Aki-: D-o-0!I' 1-1. JJ.c).[ !j'
· r:r. !Jc at the JJl.iin Bull hutlltntt
Awnrd,. Murch 7, 1998,
Pre-law society mee1tng every 2nd and
4th Tue~. meets 1127/98.
Organ,auonal mce1tng lor the Souihern
State, Alliance Jan. 29th @ 6:30 pm
Mandatory .mendancc for all \Wte club
officers/ and or reps. All othen. are
1nv11ed. Blackburn Forum

GAMENIGH'J'
Do you like playing a 1tood aome of
Spodt5, 'Jbboo, Monopoly or Scot•
tergorlts? Then Join Phi Sljpllll Pl
Nallonal Honor Fraternity for fun
and e,imes on Thur,day, Jan. 29,
1998 nt 7:16 p.m. In UGL-IA.
Sigma Gamma Rho Soronty, Inc. 1s
asking for school supplies to be
donated to needy children during
Sigma's Big Book Bag, Jan. 26-Feb
6. Look for marked boxes in your
dorm.
IE \OU R£ALU' ~\Ard 10 PARI 'i
WITH :1-1E. :1-1EET :1-fE AT THE
BISON BALL. :\L-\RCH 7, 1998.
Purchase and order Kmpy Kremes !
Fri.. Jan. 30th $3 a box. 12-3 Blackburn
Sponsored by the sophomore class.

,I n ,

uo ,1 l I n 1

1

ioS

IIOI \J.'SHfP

rr )OU I' ill be a Jonmr or Stn! d r•
ing the 1998-199l school )tar and are
imohed m rnmmunity/publiestnlce,
The \lpha Kappa ,\lpha :0.cllte \I.
Quander \ltmorial fund ,s ncccptinll
application, for the 11/98-1999 school
)car. I>eadlinc: Jan .•\0, 1'1'18 Pock-up
appliC"atlon, frnm ( .B. Po\\,ll Hldg.
1.\0(,-. l>r. Hull , r~ Ofric , , I aroal \id.
SOO'l 111:!RN PLAYlllt'S RliONION
MARCIi 14, 1998

OB(QCll 'i .. □ Nil Y FEAS I ' Monday. Jan. 26. Blac~burn Rm. 148-150.
From 6-8pm
OBIQL II I ·'BLACK CONSCIOUS
VlDEO FEST' Tues. Jan. 27. Blackburn
Hilltop Lounge From 6-8pm
"Come help CBIQCll 'i ,enc 1he community"' Wed .. Jan. 28. Blackburn
Ground Floor Pla1a. From 12-4pm
Show your love with an UBIQDI Ii
Black Love Gram:· Thur,., Jan. 29.
From l2-4pm in Blackburn Ground
Floor Plaia.
'·ComeJom OBIQCII i on the yard at
the tree," Fri.. Jan. 30 from l2-2pm.
UBIQ( ,11 I presents "Your Blues Am't
Likl! Mone." Enjoy music. vibes. and
poetry. Sat., Jan. 31. Human Ecology
Auditorium from 6-Spm.
"Come learn more about OBIQCt I i' at
our open house"' from 4-6pm in Blackburn Center. Room TBA

IF YOU REALLY wAN'I' 'tO PARl'V
WITH ME. MEET ME AT T HE

BISON BALL. MARCH 7, 1998.

S00 I llbRN PLAVBR'S RP.ONION
MARCH 14, 19\18

Have you had a sexual encounter that
felt unwanted or abusive either in childhood or more recent times? Come join a
group to talk about }'Our experience and
heal. Call Dr. Reynolds or Dr. Healy at
806-6870.
PEACE OF l\UND- IS IBAI \VIIAI
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR? THAT
ONLY COMES FROM KNOWING THE
PRINCE OF PEACE- JESUS! COME
TO REJOYCE IN J ESUS CAMPUS
FELLOWSHIP EVERY THURS. IN
BLACKBURN CENTER AT 7:30PM IN
ROOM 148/150

SERvicES
fi4ying Compult'r i'ru61cm,'/ Need
advice on bU) ,ng I compu1,·r or upgrud
log? C"II 301-8,1-690~ for., f.-.:c cu11\ultut101tlll
Fo R REN I'

EF FICIENCY ONl!c SJJS
Large. ,pacious, furnished efficiency
unit in basement of house. Private bath
& kitchen. carpeting, heat & air. Parking.
nearby shopping center, & bus line on
N. H. Ave. Walk to Metro. Female student
preferred. Call for appointment! Ms.
Prince (202) 723-1267
L3rgc lurmshed room. 2nd iloor. Ga.
Ave. Heat/AC, wa,h/dry. carpet. uti l.
Male prcrerrcd. $360 Ms. Prince
(202)723-1267
N.W.- Roommate needed to share J
bedroom Apt. W/D, OW, Central
Air/Heat. Cable ready. Near Slowe. campus. Metro. $292 + 1/3 electric. Call
Danielle (202) 462-3 I81. Available
Immediately.
Spacious house tor rent. 4 Brm. 2 bath.
cat III kitchen. w/d . security. yard . At

OPICS

main campu<. 975 mo. +util.
Spacious rooms tor rent. Security. yard.
w/d, large kitchen. At main campus.
Walk 10 school, shopping, entertainment.
$275-$350/mo. util. included.
New 28b Apt. 2 block& med/dent
school. WWC/AC good security. $355,
I BO aptlrenovated & furnished. Rooms
in renovated space from $250. (202)
723-4646 call anytime.
House or rooms for rent. Harvard St.
Area. 48R. 28A. WIW. W/D, Disp. Convenient. $975+dep. (202) 389-5904.

Joseph's Hair/Nail Salon

Aspmng reponer interested in covering
national news. P3id position. Call Lolly
@ The Hilltop 806-6866.

HFREE 'l'-SHIR'l' +::;1000

EARN
$750-$1500/WEEK
Raise 311 the money your student group
needs by sponsoring a VISA fundraiser
on your campus. No in,·estment & very
lit1lc time needed. There·s no obligation,
so why not call for inrormation today. 1800-323-8454 ext. 95
Writers Needed for Howard Engineer Magazine. Writers receive payment for published articles if interested call (202) 806-6631
HELP WAN l'Eo! IF YOO ARE A
BIRACIAL STUDENT FROM
BLACK AND \VHITE PARENTAGE, BETWEEN THE AGES OF
18-28 AND INTERESTED [N PARTICPATJNG IN A BRIEF
RESEARCH PROJECT THAT
CONSISTS OF ONE CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW WITH A
GRA DUATE SOCIAL WORK STUDENT, PLEASE CALL SHANNON
@ 202-966-6681 ASAP FOR
MORE DETAILS!

HELP WAN'l'EO. . . . . . . .. . ..
Men/Women earn S375 weekly processing/assembling Medical l.D.
Cards at home. Immediate openings,
your local area. E,;perience unnecessary, will train. Call Medicard
1-541-386-5290 Ext. 118M
It's Free!!! Earn up to S5ooo + per
month 1-800-324-3245. 24 Hour
Recorded Information Sponsor ID#
JO8573356 Order your info pak
NOW! Please also visit our internet
website at:
http://freedomstarr.com/J08573356.

r----------------------,

Wrap &Curl
$5.00 OFF
I
I
I
with this coupon I
I
Original price $30.00 III
Special price $25.00 III

Touch-up and Style
I
I
I
$5.00 off
I
I
I
With Coupon
I
I
I
Original price $40.00 II
I
Special price $35.00 lI

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

AELP WANl'ED

Credit Card fundraiscrs for rraternities,
sororities. & groups. Any campus orga•
nization can raise up to $1000 by earning
a whopping $5.00NISA Application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.
"MAD SCIEN l'IS'IS ' needed to lead
fun science ror kid, in elem. schools and
parties. Must have exper. working with
up to 20 kids at a time. NEED CAR.
Interest in Science or Ed. helpfu l. Training provided. PT opportunities S20-30/ l
hr. program.

,---------------------,

I
L _____________________ J I

r-------------------------,

I
I
I
I
I

Spiral Curls
:
I
$5.00 OFF
With this coupon
Original price $3S.00
Special price $30.00
for a limited time.

I
I

I
I

I

L----------------------J

,---------------------,
'Tracks only
$5.00 per track
for a limited time

I

I

L---------------------J

L-------------------------~
i ---------------------------------------------------,
Coupons

1

l

1I
I

1
I

I

Fill in- $13.00 Airbrush or hand painte d designs included

: Eyebrows waxing- $6.00

:

: Pedicure & Manicure- $20.00 Airbrush or hand painted designs include d

L--------------------------------------------------I

Across from Howard U. School of Business
2620 Georgia Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C.
20001 (202) 319-7086

rep

FOR SALE-- 2 Bdrm Condo loca1ed on the top floor (metro accessable)@ 514 U. St. N.W. #9 open
house on Sat. Jan 24th 1-4pm. .
S76.900 call Lenore Carter (202)
362-2779

PERSONAL

IF YOO REALLY wAN I' IO PAR'l'Y
WITH l\-rE. MEET ME AT TH E
BISON BALL. MARCIi 7, 1998.
Shout out to 5-0-9.
Lolly- 'iou Real Cool 10
Me.THANKS for the talk- Lil" J
from the Group Home
wAl\ I ED-OnePersonal Ass1sstant
You know who you are. Find me ...
Wanted : one REAL woman.
Must Be
Intelligent (not superficial), Refined
(not e litist), Confident (not a
B !@#S), Caring (not emotionally
needy), Atrrnctive (not high strung)
Accomplished (not career crazy),
Strong woman (not a Femi-Nazi),
Great Lover (not a slut).
NO BAGGAGE A MUST!!!!
Shout out to 1be dope FreeStyle
editor, Janine!
Maxt Priest, Ii w11. great huvin1,1
you here, wish you could stny ond
coc>k us more fritter~. llu~c n ,ntc
trip, and l' II sec you In Muy and
wl,h me good luck on my new
cruhh. E-lovc nnd the ll•top.
Howard women, nren'l you ureil o(
the se,;l~t men on cnmpus who mnke
dumb comments?
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: Full Set- $19.00 Air brush or hand painted designs include d

SALE

Conung
Simply Sigmu &
Valentine\ Mutch Doling Gume
From
Sophisticated
of Si~mu
Rho
t -Y Pl 1
Happy Birthday to the sweetest guy
on Howard's campus JASON ISSAC
Love Always. lmani, Myyucca,
Yolanda, Johnathan, Ebony, and Little Ma!
Happy B1rthclay to n Ren) I hu1t
Nigga We will drink a lttle Wenn
Henn & somke a couple of twen
twens in your honor. We know you
don't smoke or drink so we'll drink
and smoke your 1hnre Much love,
the no lime soldiers ol North Curoli•
nu. Jn:t., Shawn, &: Olm\. Now let me
hear you soy uugh nu nu na.
Happy Btrthday
Zandi Fennell 19-A-96!!!!
Shou1 out to Poop1e, Meke-Meke,
CJ, Krunky, Momma Mia, Jewell
and Li-Li.
Love, Peaches.
What's up Queen BEE'? Bzzzzzz.
What 's up Shannon'! See I' m looking out. Don't ever say I haven't
done anything for you.
Watch your back [, uie 'I'.
Their are more haters than soldiers
and players.
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